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industry irrevocable
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SYDNEY – Stan, an Australian 
subscription-video-on-demand 
(SVoD) provider, has been chosen 
as the Australian streaming home 
for content from Cartoon Network.

The partnership between the 
companies will see the entire fran-
chises of Cartoon Network shows 
added to Stan’s catalogue, as well 
as the premiere of the eighth and 
final season of Regular Show, first 
and exclusively in Australia this 
April on Stan.
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Facebook builds TV app
SAN FRANCISCO – Social media 
network Facebook is reportedly 
developing a video-centric app 
for TV set-top boxes, including 
Apple TV. The company is also 
said to be in discussion with 
media companies to license long-
form, TV-quality programming.

Australia’s nbn passes 
4m penetration mark
CANBERRA – Australia’s national 
broadband network (nbn) is now 
available to approximately one-
third of premises in the country. 
Four million premises are now 
ready for service (RFS), up from 
778,824 at end-December 2014. 
By 2020, nbn’s goal is for all 
Australians to have access to the 
nbn network, with 11.9 million 
RFS and eight million premises 
activated on the network.

EU breaks barriers in 
digital single market
BRUSSELS – New portability rules 
proposed by the EU will allow 
consumers to access their online 
content services when they travel 
in the EU the same way they ac-
cess them at home. According to 
the EU, this is an “important step” 
in breaking down barriers in Eu-
rope’s digital single market, when 
in 2016, 64% of Europeans used 
the Internet to play or download 
games, images, films or music.
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Stan has been chosen to be the 
Australian streaming home for 
Cartoon Network content.

by josephine tan

SAN FRANCISCO – As it is with IP, interoper-
ability will be crucial for the success of virtual 
reality (VR), said Rob Koenen, principal, networks 
at TNO, a Dutch research organisation.

Koenen is also president of the VR Industry 
Forum, a not-for-profit organisation formed in 
January this year to promote the adoption and 
end-to-end interoperability of VR technology 
across the media and entertainment sectors.

VRIF is not a standards development body, 
stressed Koenen. Instead, one of its key goals 
is to promote interoperability while ensuring a 
high-quality VR viewing experience.

He told APB: “Interoperability is crucial for 
the success of VR, not only to the consumers, 
but also for broadcasters and content produc-
ers, as it would be easier for them to deploy VR 
content, without the need to produce content 
in several different formats.” 

VRIF also aims to further the widespread 

availability of high-quality audio-visual VR expe-
riences for the benefit of consumers, focusing on 
content that is transmitted as audio and video.

Complementary technologies, such as lo-
cally generated computer graphics to enhance 
the audio-visual content, will also be monitored 
for inclusion in VRIF’s scope of interest, including 
those that enable augmented reality (AR) and 
mixed reality.

At the moment, there is already interest for 

Cartoon Network 
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VRIF aims to address the whole VR delivery chain

As more viewers turn to video streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon 
Prime Video, will OTT eventually replace traditional broadcast as the main 
content consumption platform?

by shawn liew

SINGAPORE – Like many industries 
today, the broadcast and media 
sector has not been exempted from 
the disruptive changes that digiti-
sation and the Internet of Things 
(IoT) have brought forth.

The proliferation and increas-
ing popularity of video stream-
ing services such as Netflix and 
Amazon Prime Video can hardly 
be considered as harbingers of a 
distant future. Instead, they should 
be construed as further substantia-
tion of the irrevocable alteration of 
how TV and media content is being 
consumed.

Last December, Amazon Prime 
Video announced its availability in 
Singapore, adding to its launches 
in Australia and India, and plans 
to greet all of South-east Asia by 
end-Q1 2017.

Over-the-top (OTT) is not 
merely supplementing traditional 
broadcast; it is slowly taking over 
eyeballs as the main consumption 
mode, warned Dr Ahmad Zaki 

Mohd Salleh, group GM, engineer-
ing, Media Prima, Malaysia. 

He told APB: “Viewers are 
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Despite being in the digital domain, some of us are 
looking back at the ’80s and ’90s with a fond sense of 
nostalgia. We used to rush out to the record stores to 
buy the latest cassette tapes and CDs of our favourite 
artistes. We marvelled at the handy little device we called 
the pager, which probably formed the first personal, 
machine-to-machine communications platform con-
necting us to those we know.

Watching TV, in those days, was almost a sacred 
ritual — the TV set took centre stage in the living room. 
The role of ‘broadcaster’ belonged almost exclusively to 
the terrestrial TV station that owned the main distribu-
tion pipeline and essentially controlled what we watched 
through its linear scheduling.

How times have changed!
The introduction of the iPhone in 2007 heralded a 

new era of smart, connected devices which has, in turn, 
brought forth an irrevocable wave of how TV and media 
content are being consumed.

If the definition of a ‘broadcaster’ can simplistically 
be defined today as an organisation or person who 
transmits content to mass audiences, are the likes of 
Netflix and Amazon Prime Video broadcasters in their 
own right?

Add to the mix content aggregators such as Face-
book, Twitter and YouTube, and the modern definition 
of ‘broadcaster’ becomes even more muddled.

Facebook, not content with offering Facebook Live, 
a live video streaming platform, is reportedly develop-
ing a video-centric app for TV set-top boxes. Apps that 
allow individuals to ‘broadcast’ user-generated content 
are sprouting out by the dozens.

The bigger picture is how content, in all its guises, 
is being made available on a multitude of platforms, 
often at a low cost-point, and sometimes even free, for 
consumers.

This is a juggernaut that will be very difficult to stop. 
As we enter an increasingly digitised world defined by 
the Internet of Things (IoT) and an escalating level of 
automation, viewers will become more discerning than 
ever — voluntarily or otherwise.

As everyone will be connected to everyone in the 
digital domain, increasingly powerful analytics will allow 
media companies to recommend or suggest content 
closely aligned with viewing histories; specific content 
can be targeted to niche audiences with unerring ac-
curacy.

Audiences themselves will enjoy almost absolute 

Re-work business models 
to exist in new digital age

SHAWN LIEW  
MANAGING EDITOR

control over how they consume their content — and 
the worry is that this may continue to deviate away from 
traditional linear platforms.

Will audiences truly care to differentiate between a 
terrestrial broadcaster and a Netflix-like operator, or will 
their choice of ‘broadcaster’ boil down to who can offer 
them the content they want, on their terms?

While many may argue that OTT should still be seen 
as being complementary to traditional broadcast TV, are 
we portending a new era where OTT will eventually usurp 
traditional broadcast TV as the main content consump-
tion platform — and are traditional broadcasters ready 
for this potential mega shift?

This is not to suggest that traditional broadcasters 
are heading for an untimely demise; they will still have 
a role to play, albeit in a different role than their exist-
ing one.

Describing broadcast companies as increasingly 
becoming media distribution platforms that offer ex-
clusive programming that is not available to Netflix- 
and Amazon-type services, Andrew Anderson, head of 
broadcast operations at Australia’s Seven West Anderson, 
reminds us that broadcasters do still own large broadcast 
platforms that the likes of Netflix and Amazon do not 
have access to. 

Content will still be key to win the battle for eyeballs, 
Anderson emphasised, although he was quick to point 
out that without embracing OTT, broadcasters would 
find it next to impossible to survive.

As APB wrote last month, ‘if it ain’t broke, consider 
breaking it’. The blunt truth which Dr Ahmad Zaki Mohd 
Salleh, group GM, engineering, Media Prima, was at 
pains to point out, is that existing broadcast models 
purveying just linear TV are not working anymore.

His advice: Re-look at internal processes, re-train 
and re-strategise your core operations.

Indeed, embracing IT and IP to re-work existing 
business models will decide if broadcasters will sink or 
swim in the new digital age.
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VIEW FROM THE TOP: Seizing opportunities in a digital future
Angeline Poh, Assistant Chief Executive Officer for Content and Innovation at the 
Info-communications Media Development Authority of Singapore, details the 
opportunities presented to media companies in a digital world.

PROMPTINGS: Access and content key to keeping Asian viewers ‘HOOQ’d’
Peter Bithos, CEO of video streaming service, HOOQ, provides his insights on how to 
keep viewers in an era of multi-screen viewing.

EVENTS: Review of ABU DBS 2017; APOS 2017; and Calendar of Events 2017.
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FEATURE: DTT transition opens new window of opportunity
In order to gain a foothold in the digital world, the transition to digital terrestrial 
televison (DTT) is a necessity, rather than an option, for broadcasters. 

Telstra delivers ace for Perform Group
Digital sports content and media group Perform has awarded Telstra with a six-year, 
multi-million-dollar deal for the delivery of a global media network solution for the 
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) series of tournaments.
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Seizing opportunities 
in a digital future

for unique, original stories, we recognise 
the need to nurture a new generation of 
content creators. 

We have thus launched PIXEL Stu
dios, the first dedicated facility in Singa
pore to spur the next generation of 
digital content creators and media pro
fessionals. We want to encourage them 
to explore innovative ways of content 
creation and storytelling. We are also 
working with global partners and leaders 
in the industry — among them, Maker 
Studios — to run programmes to train 
talent, such as Spark by Maker. 

The event, which ran in December 
2016, brought content creators from 
Singapore and the region together with 
international online stars such as the 
Fung Brothers, to learn and collaborate 
on new content ideas. 

Our other partners such as Samsung 
and leading global style network Style
Haul will also bring their expertise and 
resources to the creator community at 
PIXEL Studios. 

Investing in talent and deepening 
capabilities
Investing in our creative talent and 
opening opportunities for them to hone 
their craft and develop new skills is an
other one of our key focus areas. To this 
end, IMDA is working with international 
broadcast and media players based in 
Singapore to deepen the capabilities 
of our talent, and encourage the crea
tion of original TV content for a global 
audience. 

Some of our partners include Discov
ery Networks AsiaPacific, Fox Networks 
Group and HBO Asia, who will hone 
the capabilities of our talent in tapping 
technologies such as virtual reality (VR) 
and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) to create even 
more engaging content. Through these 
partnerships, talent will also be able to 
showcase their works to a global audi
ence. 

Our international partners also 
benefit from these initiatives as they 
can tap on the creativity and expertise 
of Singapore’s multicultural talent to 
develop new stories that will resonate 
with an Asian audience.  

Creating more avenues for our 
stories to reach a wider audience
Besides deepening the capabilities of 
our talent to develop content for a 
global audience, it is also important to 
create avenues for their stories to be 
discovered.  

As such, we have formed partnerships 

by angeline poh

A landscape of opportunities
Viewers of all ages have started to 
embrace the flexibility digital media 
brings. It is a changing media world 
where viewers are in control, evident 
with the increasing popularity of over
thetop (OTT) platforms such as YouTube 
and Netflix. Both content creators and 
broadcasters now have to evolve to stay 
relevant.  

It is in this current landscape where 
media content and technology play 
complementary roles to drive consumer 
experiences that we can see abundant 
opportunities for Asia. Both traditional 
channels and new OTT players are 
reaching out to the burgeoning Asian 
markets and hunting for unique stories 
from the region. 

Media players and talent in Asia are 
wellpositioned to harvest these oppor
tunities by unlocking the value of our 
markets, stories and creativity.  

Singapore’s BananaMana Films is 
an example of a media 
company that has lever
aged this opportunity by 
creating Englishlanguage 
Asian content for online 
platforms. Its original Web 
series, Perfect Girl , was 
picked up by Netflix. The 
company’s first fulllength 
feature, Jimami Tofu, also 

secured presales agreements with inter
national buyers including South Korean 
media giant iHQ, Japanese global TV 
platform VIKI and Encore Inflight. 

Encouraging experimentation and 
innovation
The Infocommunications and Media 
Development Authority (IMDA), formed 
from the former IDA and MDA, was es
tablished last year to chart Singapore’s 
path for the digital future. 

We seek to spur innovation and 
creativity to stay ahead of trends and 
thrive in a digital age. Broadcasters and 
OTT players alike are looking for new 
ways to vie for viewership, and some 
players, including Netflix and Amazon, 
have turned to investing heavily in fresh 
content. They are also making a strong 
global push, with Netflix launching its 
services in more than 130 countries cov
ering most of Asia last year, and Amazon 
rolling out its video streaming service 
into more than 200 countries, including 
Singapore and India. 

To keep up with the growing demand 

with online platforms such as Singa
pore’s national broadcaster Mediacorp’s  
OTT video platform, Toggle, to launch 
11 original shortform online video 
content on Toggle. We are also working 
with Singa pore Press Holdings (SPH) to 
produce shortform content on themes 
ranging from current affairs to culture, 
sports, entertainment and lifestyle, 
which will be available on SPH’s digital 
platforms. 

IMDA also partnered Viddsee, a 
homegrown online entertainment 
channel, to launch a new Singapore Film 
Channel, to showcase diverse and unique 
stories from both up and coming Singa
porean filmmakers and veterans alike, to 
the wider online audience.

IMDA also hosts the annual Singa
pore Media Festival (SMF) as another 
platform to showcase content from 
Singapore and the region. The festival, 
which focuses on celebrating Asian sto
rytelling, concluded its third edition last 
December with a successful run, drawing 
more than 20,000 media and creative 
thoughtleaders and fans across the TV, 
film and digital industry, and securing 
over US$244 million worth in deals and 
partnerships. 

We also introduced a keystone digi
tal event called SMF Ignite, which casts 
a spotlight on current digital trends. The 
oneday event provided online content 
creators and infocomm media profes
sionals with practical insights on content 
creation and monetisation opportunities 
across fashion and beauty, VR, gaming 
and esports.

Data as the new enabler
To effectively engage with audiences 
in today’s digital age, we need to know 
what they want and what type of con
tent works for them. Data analytics is a 
powerful tool that can provide content 
creators with valuable audience insights 
to help them make more informed crea
tive and business decisions.

Recognising the importance of 
understanding audiences, IMDA has 
launched an official source of TV au
dience measurement in Singapore, 
called the Singapore Television Audi
ence Measurement (SGTAM) system.  

Operated and managed by our partner, 
GfK, the system measures content shown 
on freetoair TV, payTV, online and 
mobile devices, to help media industry 
players keep pace with the evolving 
TV consumption habits in Singapore. 
Through this, we want to enable our 
companies to tailor good content for 
audiences based on consumer insights.

At the end of the day, we believe that 
compelling content, brought together 
by talent, driven by innovation and 
under scored by relevant technological 
platforms and consumer insights, are 
what is needed to win in today’s compet
itive media landscape. We will continue 
to work with our industry partners and 
invest in efforts to position Singapore 
as one of the leaders in content and in
novation in a digital future. 

❝We believe that compelling content, brought together by talent, 
driven by innovation and underscored by relevant technological 
platforms and consumer insights, are what is needed to win in 

today’s competitive media landscape.❞

Angeline Poh is Assistant Chief Executive 
Officer for Content and Innovation at the 
Info-communications Media Development 
Authority of Singapore. She is also an APB 
Panellist.
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SINGAPORE – The next few 
months promise to be an excit-
ing and, perhaps, defining time 
for the Asian broadcast industry’s 
transition to IP.

With interoperability being 
hailed as the key enabler of IP, 
the Society of Motion Picture & 
Television Engineers (SMPTE) is 
preparing for the introduction 
of the SMPTE ST 2110 standard, 
designed to provide a common 
set of protocols for IP interoper-
ability for the worldwide media 
and entertainment community.

Howard Lukk, director of 
standards and engineering, 
SMPTE, told APB: “SMPTE has 
been working with the industry 
in a multi-pronged effort to con-
solidate a next-generation profes-
sional media-over-IP standard.

“This work has been on-going 
for several years and is now 
coming to fruition as the new 
standards series known as SMPTE 
ST 2110.”

Reaching an industry con-
sensus for a new standard is 
“challenging work” that cannot 
be accomplished in isolation, 
Lukk said, adding that SMPTE is 
involved in many industry efforts, 
including the Joint Task Force for 
Networked Media (JT-NM).

And it is with industry col-
laboration in mind that SMPTE 
has endorsed the Broadcast IP 
Inter-Op Lab@BroadcastAsia2017.

Set up by APB, in collabora-
tion with systems integrator Ideal 
Systems and BroadcastAsia2017 
show organiser Singapore Exhibi-
tion Services, the lab will showcase 
what is working in IP today and 
highlight interoperability between 
different manufacturers.

The lab will also offer a hands-
on approach of working on an 

all-IP ecosystem, and will include 
a live broadcast studio, content 
editing and distribution to over-
the-top (OTT) platforms, all in 
real-time IP.

Lukk concluded: “SMPTE is 
pleased to see BroadcastAsia2017 
hosting an IP Lab to help test, 
demonstrate and promote the 
upcoming series of standards 
surrounding professional media 
over IP.

“We look forward to working 
with the IP Lab to help move the 
broadcast industry forward in the 
next generation of infrastructure 
to support the needs of broad-
casters around the globe.”

To find out how you can par-
ticipate in the Broadcast IP Inter-
Op Lab, turn to page 35 for more 
information.

BroadcastAsia2017 
to highlight IP 
interoperability

VRIF to drive VR’s immersive experience and value to audience
1 8

VR content in live events, particu-
larly in talent shows and sports, 
Koenen reported.

He pointed to the collabora-
tion between UK broadcaster Sky, 
Formula One Management and 
Williams Martini Racing, where two 
Formula One World Championship 
races were produced in VR last year, 
and made available for viewing via 
the Facebook 360 Video platform.

Last March, Sky created the Sky 
VR Studio, an in-house VR produc-
tion unit, and followed that with 
October’s launch of Sky VR, a free 

app that offers 360-degree video 
content from Sky and its partners.

Sceptics of VR will probably 
point to the 3D experience — 
which like VR, requires the donning 
of additional gear — as proof that 
VR will not find mass market.

Koenen, however, differed: “3D 
is merely a window to the world, 
but VR is more immersive and has 
more value with its physical pres-
ence element. 

“We want to ensure that VR is 
a great experience for consumers, 
where they can be comfortable us-
ing the headset over longer periods 
of time because if consumers have 

Viewing habits have changed: ‘Re-train,  
re-strategise, then move into digital foray’
1 8

changing habits due to the flex-
ibility offered by non-linear and 
time-shifting capabilities offered 
by digital media; viewing habits, in 
turn, are changing due to lifestyle 
changes.”

In days past, a broadcaster can 
reasonably be seen as an organisa-
tion, as a network or station, that 
broadcasts TV programmes. Very 
often, they also own the main dis-
tribution pipeline and control the 
content that viewers watch on their 
TV screens.

Those days are long gone, sug-
gested Andrew Anderson, head of 
broadcast operations, Seven West 
Media. “Times have changed and 
the definition of TV and ‘broad-
caster ’ is changing. Audiences 
expect to be able to consume live 
and pre-recorded content wherever 
they are, and on whatever device.”

He also believes that OTT and 
broadcast spectrum are becoming 
“one and the same” for linear distri-
bution of channels, as broadcasters 
find it an imperative to distribute 
their linear channels on OTT, in 
order to survive.

“OTT has the advantage of de-
livering higher quality formats that 
broadcast spectrum does not allow,” 
Anderson explained. “So, as Internet 
pipelines grow, broadcasters can 
provide for new formats without 
additional spectrum licence.”

By itself OTT is not a threat to 
traditional broadcasters, according 
to Dr Zaki, who instead pointed 
the finger at the lowering of entry 
barriers.

The clear advantage that the 
likes of Netflix and  Amazon have 
over traditional broadcasters, said 
Dr Zaki, is lower operating costs.

“Traditional broadcasters have 
huge legacy costs to deal with,” he 
pointed out. “The Neflixs and the 
Amazons, however, come with small 
set-up costs, a workforce consisting 
of young, energetic, IT-savvy, open-
minded and highly technical indi-

viduals who are able to adapt to the 
fast-changing world of technology.

“Old equipment, massive infra-
structure, a broadcast-centric work-
force, coupled with poor-quality 
manpower are by far the biggest 
stumbling blocks for broadcasters 
to compete in the digital world.”

Unlike Dr Zaki, HOOQ, an OTT 
service launched in 2015 to serve 
the Asian market, believes that, for 
the moment, OTT remains a com-
plement, and not a replacement for 
broadcast TV.

“Subscription-video-on-de-
mand (SVoD) services mostly do 
not [yet] cover live sports and news, 
which are the strongholds of TV,” 
said Peter Bithos, CEO of HOOQ. 

He, however, acknowledged 
that trends suggest a continued 
increase in cord-cutters, or viewers 
who cancel their pay-TV subscrip-
tions (see report on page 10).

“OTT is here to stay, and has not 
reached its potential,” Bithos added.

Whether they are cord-cutters 
or not, viewers in each customer 
segments have their own set of 
needs. As the fragmentation in 
the OTT space compels viewers to 
navigate through a dizzying array of 
options, the onus is up to content 
providers to address their various 
needs, said Justin Ang, head of 
product at StarHub.

Having launched its first multi-
screen service in 2012, StarHub is 
now offering StarHub Go, a stand-
alone OTT service, which curates, 
for example, the best of English en-
tertainment from HBO and the BBC, 
or the latest dramas from South 
Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

‘Play to one’s strength’ is ap-
parently StarHub’s message, as Ang 
described: “As a pay-TV operator, our 
traditional strength lies in gaining 
our customer insights, which allow 
us to curate the content they love.

“This strength is still relevant 
today as we can offer customers 
a single avenue for content span-
ning multiple genres on both TV 
and OTT.

“While our customers can sub-
scribe to OTT only, we are also 
offering TV and OTT in tandem as 
a seamless viewing experience. In 
that sense, the TV/OTT relationship 
is not necessarily zero-sum, but 
complementary.”

In the near future, there is a 
likelihood that the distinction be-
tween a traditional broadcaster and 
a Netflix will continue to blur. Argu-
ably, viewers will only care about 
who can give them the content 
they want.

Broadcast companies today are 
already becoming media distribu-
tion platforms that specialise in 
the types of exclusive program-
ming that is not available to the 
Netflix- and Amazon-type services, 
described Seven’s Anderson.

The latter, he added, aspire 
to be broadcasters but for now, 
at least, present different brands. 
“They are makers, aggregators and 
distributors of content but do not 
have a large broadcast platform to 
market that content.

“There is no Channel Netflix that 
you simply surf to in your lounge.”

The battle for eyeballs will be 
decided by the battle for content 
between prevailing platforms, as 
Anderson concluded: “If there is one 
advantage that broadcasters have, it 
is that they are broadcasters — free 
and in the clear, but the content 
from the broadcast platform must 
be unique.”

Media Prima’s Dr Zaki, however, 
called for a complete overhaul of 
existing broadcast models, which 
he believes are simply not effective 
anymore. “The only differentiating 
factor of terrestrial TV is its true-
broadcast capability, but even this 
is being slowly eroded with newer 
encoding and delivery systems,” he 
continued.

“I believe there is still a place 
for big screens, but traditional 
broadcasters will have to re-look 
at internal processes, re-train, re-
strategise its core operations and 
then move into the digital foray.”

a miserable user experience, VR 
will fail before it even gets started. 

“Thus, one of the subjects the 
VRIF will be looking into is motion 
sickness.” 

Besides motion sickness, VRIF 
will also be addressing and investi-
gating all aspects of the VR content 
delivery chain, from acquisition to 
distribution. These include produc-
tion, compression, user interface, 
storage, distribution, display and 
security. 

Alongside Sky and TNO, other 
founding members of the VRIF 
includes Akamai, ARRIS, b<>com, 
Baylor University, CableLabs, Cinova  

Media, Dolby Labora-
tories, DTG, DTS, EBU,  
Ericsson, Fraunhofer, 
Harmonic, Huawei, Intel,  
Irdeto, Ittiam, Movie-
Labs, NABPILOT, Qual-
comm, Technicolour, 
Sony Pictures, Vantrix, 
Verizon, Viaccess-Orca and Orah. 

Although live distribution of VR 
is challenging due to the amount 
of bandwidth required, Koenen 
urged broadcasters and content 
producers to embrace this technol-
ogy and start experimenting with 
VR content. 

He said: “Distribution will be-
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come more efficient as technology 
enhancements are now available 
to reduce the bandwidth while 
maintaining the video quality to 
the viewer. This will boost live 
distribution of content over-the-
top (OTT), where broadcasters can 
then deploy VR services with the 
confidence of providing value to 
their audiences.” 

Rob Koenen, principal, 
networks at TNO, and 

president of VRIF: 
The Virtual Reality 

Industry Forum (VRIF) is 
established to promote 

interoperability in the 
VR delivery chain.

Howard Lukk, director of standards 
and engineering, SMPTE: “SMPTE is 
pleased to see BroadcastAsia2017 
hosting an IP Lab to help test, 
demonstrate and promote the 
upcoming series of standards 
surrounding professional media 
over IP.”
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By this quarter, HOOQ will be 
releasing OTJ, a HOOQ original 
series created in collaboration 
with Globe Studios. Do you 
think there is a gap in local 
content in Asia that HOOQ can 
fill, and what is the current level 
of investment the company is 
putting into producing original 
content?
Peter Bithos: Yes, there is definitely 
a gap as most Asian content is 
created in two formats targeted 
at mass audiences — the two-
hour movie and the 40-minute 
TV episode. As such, there is a big 
opportunity to look at different 
formats and genres that are less 
explored and subject matters that 
may not be suitable for free-to-air 
(FTA) broadcast.  

HOOQ is also a great platform 
for local directors and talents to 
tell stories that may not fit into the 
traditional movie or TV formats. 
Take, for example, On The Job (OTJ); 
it was born as a spin-off of a movie 
that had so much more to tell but 
was limited by the format of a two-
hour movie. With HOOQ, the story 
can now be told as a six-part series. 

HOOQ has always been a big 
supporter of local content and 
investing in local content is defi-
nitely part of our strategy, and we 
will be investing millions of dollars 

in this space. Currently, there are 
discussions in the pipeline and we 
are looking forward to announcing 
them as soon as possible.  

To suggest that Asia is an increas
ingly crowded video streaming 
marketplace is perhaps an under
statement. You have Netflix and 
Amazon Prime Video, a number 
of regional OTT services, not to 
mention OTT services — stand
alone or otherwise — offered 
by broadcasters and payTV 
operators. With so many choices 
available to viewers, it must be 
tough to differentiate yourself 
and stand out in the crowd. What 
are HOOQ’s key strategies to let 
more people know about your 
service, and stay with you?
Bithos: It is indeed a very crowded 
and competitive market and con-
sumers have also shown that their 
taking up of such services is not 
limited to just one or two. There is 
room for each consumer to take up 
more than one service as each fills 
a different need. 

For HOOQ, we believe that 
the key to keeping our consumers 
“HOOQ’d” is access and content. 
Accessibility through different pay-
ment options and bundling with 
their current telecom or broadband 
services make it hassle-free for 
them as the credit card penetration 
rate can be rather low in some of 
the emerging markets.  

At the same time, content is 
clearly the key differentiator and 
HOOQ’s content strategy is to 
deliver the best of Hollywood and 
local content of each market in 
order to satisfy the needs of our 
customers. 

In order to ensure our cus-
tomers keep coming back, we 
will continue to add new content 
either through acquiring content 
or producing original productions, 
and help our customers discover 
the depth of our library of classics 
hits and blockbusters.

It is an equally rewarding and challenging 
time to be a video streaming service 
provider. As viewing habits continue to 
evolve, more content is being consumed on 

platforms removed from traditional linear TV. At the same time, a 
growing number of entrants, including global titans such as Netflix 
and Amazon Prime Video, means the race is truly on to grab 
eyeballs. Shawn Liew prompts Peter Bithos, CEO of HOOQ, an 
OTT service launched in 2015 to serve the Asian market, on how 
the company plans to stay ahead of the competition.

Access and content key to  
keeping Asian viewers ‘HOOQ’d’

Do you see the shift away from 
linear watching continuing to 
grow? If so, even with so many 
players, there will seem to be a 
real chance that the OTT space 
will expand further. What then, 
will be the key to winning the 
OTT space?
Bithos: At this point, over-the-top 
(OTT) is a complement to TV and 
not a replacement as subscription-
video-on-demand (SVoD) services 
mostly do not cover live sports and 
news, which are the stronghold 
of TV.  

However, the trends do suggest 
that there is an increase in cord-
cutters who feel that OTT is suffi-
cient for their needs. At the same 
time, OTT is here to stay and it has 
not reached its full potential. This is 
evident from the adoption of OTT, 
even though it is relatively new 
and not accessible to everyone yet.   

In Asia, piracy also remains a 
concern. What are your thoughts 
on this?
Bithos: Piracy is definitely a con-
cern but we believe that the disrup-
tion that OTT has created in this 
space is giving piracy a run for its 
money. At such affordable prices 
through a legal channel, it leaves 
one to wonder why consumers 
should take such risks [of consum-
ing pirated content]. In addition, 
there is always the customer expe-
rience and content discovery that 
should not be neglected.

What are some of technologies 
that are of the most relevance to 
HOOQ right now? For instance, 
Netflix and Amazon are already 
offering 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) 
HDR content (outside of Asia). 
Do you intend to be one of the 
first Asian OTT platforms to do 
the same?
Bithos: HOOQ is focused on 
serving customers in emerging 
markets, and will continue to do 
so as we are a company built in 

❝Content is clearly the key differentiator and 
HOOQ’s content strategy is to deliver the best of 
Hollywood and local content of each market in 
order to satisfy the needs of our customers.❞ 

 —  Peter Bithos, CEO, HOOQ

entertainment needs should not 
be hindered because of this. We 
also know that sachets are a very 
common form of purchasing daily 
essentials, so why shouldn’t enter-
tainment be consumed the same 
way!  

As such, HOOQ was the first to 
introduce weekly “sachet” pricing 
in order for more people to be able 
to afford and access entertainment. 
At the same time, we use CDNs to 
ensure that our customers enjoy 
a seamless viewing experience by 
accelerating the delivery through 
caching. These all form the back-
bone of HOOQ’s innovations to 
deliver high quality and a seamless 
viewing experience for our custom-
ers in emerging markets.

 Although OTT may still be a complement to traditional TV today, HOOQ 
believes that trends suggest an increase in cordcutters who feel that OTT is 
sufficient for their needs.

Asia, for Asia.  
This also means that our focus 

is serving up a seamless streaming 
experience, given the challenges 
that local infrastructure presents  
our customers. These daily chal-
lenges may not be evident to 
first-world countries, but some 
of our customers may not even 
have daily access to the Internet. 
HOOQ’s innovations come in the 
form of making entertainment 
accessible to our customers at all 
times, namely downloads, sachets 
and CDNs.  

HOOQ was the first SVoD 
service to launch the download 
function as we are aware that 
our customers do not have 24/7 
Internet connectivity and their 
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ABU DBS 2017 tackles 
evolving digital 
broadcast media

KUALA LUMPUR – As digital broadcast me-
dia continues to evolve, broadcasters need 
to better understand digital technologies in 
the broadcast and media value chain — from 
acquisition, post production and distribution 
to delivery, and which includes archiving and 
media asset management (MAM).

With the theme of Digitise, Digitalise and 
Dominate, the 13th Asia-Pacific Broadcasting 
Union (ABU) Digital Broadcasting Sympo-
sium (DBS) aims to address these issues, as 
well as focus on the importance of embrac-
ing and implementing digital technologies 
throughout the media chain, taking into 
consideration the technological challenges 
that the broadcast industry is facing, par-
ticularly in Asia-Pacific.

One notable feature at ABU DBS 2017 is 
the Engineering the Future: Asia 2017 Tom 
McGann Memorial Summit pre-conference 
workshop, which addresses the human ca-
pacity challenges in the evolving broadcast 
engineering field. 

Organised by ABU, the Asia-Pacific Insti-
tute for Broadcasting Development (AIBD) 
and the IABM Education Foundation, the 
one-and-a-half-day pre-conference work-
shop (March 5 and 6) analyses the require-
ments needed for engineering and techni-
cal talent for the future while identifying 
technical skill shortages that might hinder 
the development of the broadcast industry 
moving forward.

In preparing for ABU DBS 2017, the ABU 
Technical Department also identified IP and 
cyber security as important issues for the 
broadcast industry.

This is reflected in conference sessions 
such as the Towards the IP Ready Broadcast 
Chain track on Wednesday, March 8, de-
signed to allow broadcasters to better un-
derstand the concept of studio video-over-IP. 

It also examines the current state of full IP 
implementations, and discuss the challenges 
and security issues that are hindering the 
transition towards IP. 

On the same day, the Cloud Technologies, 
Media and Cyber Security track explores ad-
vanced network and cloud-based solutions, 
and how broadcasters can utilise these tech-
nologies within their existing set-ups while 
safeguarding their networks. 

While IP, cloud, over-the-top (OTT), 
integrated broadcast broadband (IBB) and 
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) technologies will be 
keenly discussed at ABU DBS 2017, there is 
also an emphasis being placed on helping 
broadcasters in Asia-Pacific make a success-
ful transition to digital terrestrial television 
(DTT).

Dr Amal Punchihewa, director, technol-
ogy and innovation, ABU, says: “The ABU 
Technical Department is committed in assist-
ing its members to migrate from analogue 
to digital in their complete broadcast value 
chain while educating opportunities and 
challenges that new technologies may offer. 
I believe the ABU Technical Department’s 
activities with its collaborators will enable 
broadcasters to mitigate the digital divide.”

Other conference highlights include 
the Advances in Technology: Improvements 
and New Developments track on Tuesday, 
March 7. Chaired by Masakazu Iwaki, head 
of human interface research division, STRL, 
Nippon Hoso Kyokai, Japan, this session 
examines the new and upcoming enhance-
ments to systems and standards, as well as 
its anticipated benefits and implementation 
methods. 

With new technological developments, 
content can now be delivered over the Inter-
net to support the increasing demand from 
viewers for content to be made accessible 
across all platforms. The Changing Media 
Business: Opportunities for Broadcasters con-
ference track on Thursday, March 9, looks at 
the business models of content creation, me-
dia delivery and broadcasting, and how new 
digital technologies can be incorporated to 
generate new revenue streams. 

The ABU DBS 2017 takes place from 
March 6-9 at The Royale Chulan Hotel Kuala 
Lumpur in Malaysia. 

After a successful event in 2016, the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union (ABU) Digital Broadcasting 
Symposium (DBS) returns to Malaysia this year with the theme of Digitise, Digitalise and Dominate.
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n HBO Asia premieres Big Little Lies  
 and Crashing 

Starring Reese Witherspoon, Nicole Kidman and Shailene Woodley, Big Little 
Lies premieres at the same time as the US on HBO Asia.

Watch the 22 love seekers play the game of love in search of their 
perfect match in MTV’s matchmaking series Are You The One?

n Are you the one?
THAILAND – Twenty-two love seekers will be 
asking the question: Are You The One? in the new 
season of MTV’s reality TV matchmaking series.

Hosted by Ryan Devlin, Are You The One re-
turns for its fifth season, looking for new perfect 
matches and passionate possibilities. 

In the game of love, there would only be 10 
tries, and the 11 couples would have to pair up 
with their pre-selected partner as determined by 
a pre-season matchmaking process carried out 
by a team of relationship gurus and psycholo-
gists. The pair who unlocks the winning combina-
tion would walk away with love and their share 
of one million dollars. 

n Model Yoga returns to  
 Fashion One
NEW YORK – Model Yoga has returned for its third 
season on Fashion One, with a new installation to 
the health and fitness instructional series. Join host 
and yoga instructor Yogi Troy McPeak, alongside 
four international models, as they take viewers on a 
journey through the mind, body and soul to explore 
the Seven Chakras of Yoga.

In each episode of the seven-part series, a dif-
ferent chakra, or a centre of spiritual power in the 
human body, is addressed. When all the chakras 
are balanced and awakened, the practitioner would 
be able to experience the feeling of enlightenment 
and bliss, thereby increasing the awareness of 
these energy centres while strengthening, toning, 
lengthening and balancing the body and mind. 

In the third season of Model Yoga, host and yoga 
instructor Yogi Troy McPeak explores the seven Chakras 
of yoga to attain the feeling of enlightenment and bliss.

SINGAPORE – HBO Asia has lined 
up a series of original drama and 
comedy programmes on HBO and 
HBO Go. 

Premiering at the same time 
as the US, Big Little Lies is a darkly 
comedic drama that weaves a tale 
of murder and mischief while ex-
ploring society’s myth of perfection 
and the contradictions that exist 
beneath the façade of marriage, 
sex, parenting and friendship. 

Directed by Jean-Marc Vallée 

(Dallas Buyers Club), the seven-
episode Big Little Lies stars Reese 
Witherspoon, Nicole Kidman, 
Shailene Woodley, Laura Dern, Zoë 
Kravitz, Alexander Skarsgård and 
Adam Scott.

Viewers can also catch Crash-
ing, an eight-part HBO Original 
comedy series, starring Pete Hol-
mes as Pete, a sheltered sub-ur-
banite who married his childhood 
sweetheart and dreams of being a 
stand-up comedian.

What’s What’s on Screen
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White Paper @ www.apb-news.com

As the pay-TV market grows 
and operators contemplate 
introducing additional of-
ferings such as over-the-
top (OTT), multi-screen 
and time-shift TV, having a 
flexible, cost-efficient and 
scalable content security ap-
proach becomes ever more 
critical. This whitepaper from 
Conax identifies the key 
capabilities that IPTV service providers should look for in 
a content security solution to ensure secure distribution of 
broadcast TV content to managed connected devices.

v Transforming  
 pay-TV with  
 hybrid IPTV/OTT 
 security solutions

n MARCH
March 6 - 9
ABU DIGITAL 
BROADCASTING 
SYMPOSIUM 2017
The Royale Chulan  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
www.abu.org.my

March 21 - 23
CABSAT 2017
Dubai World Trade Centre, UAE
www.cabsat.com

March 23 - 25
CCBN 2017
China International Exhibition 
Centre, Beijing, China
www.ccbn.tv

n APRIL
April 22 - 27
2017 NAB SHOW
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
www.nabshow.com

April 25 - 27
ASIA PACIFIC VIDEO 
OPERATORS SUMMIT 
(APOS) 2017
Ayana Resort, Bali, Indonesia
www.visitapos.com

n MAY
May 16 - 19
KOBA 2017
COEX Exhibition Centre,
Seoul, South Korea
www.kobashow.com

May 23 - 25
BROADCASTASIA2017
Suntec Singapore
www.broadcast-asia.com

May 23 - 25
COMMUNICASIA2017
Sands Expo and Convention 
Centre, Marina Bay Sands, 
Singapore
www.communicasia.com

n AUGUST
Date to be announced
BIRTV 2017
China International Exhibition 
Centre, Beijing, China
www.birtv.com

n SEPTEMBER
September 15 - 19
IBC 2017
RAI Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands
www.ibc.org

n OCTOBER
October 10 - 12
APSCC 2017
Tokyo, Japan
www.apscc.or.kr/sub3.asp

October 12 - 14
BROADCAST INDIA 2017
Bombay Exhibition
Centre Goregaon,
Mumbai, India
www.broadcastindiashow.
com

October 26 - 29
CASBAA Convention 2017
www.casbaa.com

n NOVEMBER
November 15 - 17
INTER BEE 2017
Makuhari Messe,
Tokyo, Japan
www.inter-bee.com

Date and venue to be 
announced
IABM ANNUAL 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS CONFERENCE
& AWARDS 2017
UK
www.theiabm.org

2017 to provide insights, forge 
new partnerships and unlock the 
new opportunities for local mar-
kets across Asia-Pacific, said Vivek 
Couto, executive director for show 
organiser MPA. 

Besides addressing the part-
nerships between telcos and SVoD 
online services, the event will also 
be focusing on the evolution of In-
ternet TV. Following the emergence 
of new online video platforms, it 
is crucial for media operators to 
define and invest in a differenti-
ated content proposition while 
using big data analytics to create a 
compelling experience for viewers, 
said MPA.

Other topics that will be high-
lighted at APOS 2017 include the 
power of social media video in the 
age of multimedia curation, the 
future of TV and video advertising, 
as well as the future of sports rights 
in an era of digital fragmentation. 

APOS 2017 will take place from 
April 25-27 at the Ayana Resort in 
Bali, Indonesia. 

Industry experts will be addressing the opportunities offered in the digital 
space at the Asia-Pacific Video Operators Summit (APOS) 2017, which will be 
held from April 25-27 at the Ayana Resort in Bali, Indonesia.

BALI – As the sub-
scription video-on-
demand (SVoD) 
online video cycle 
in most Asian mar-
kets is still in its 
infancy, the journey 

for most platforms, from building 
awareness to generating trial users, 
and finally converting them into 
regular users, is a “long and ardu-
ous” one, said Aravind Venugpoal, 
VP at Media Partners Asia (MPA).

Venugpoal was writing in the 
Asia Video Consumer Panel report 
released by MPA last November, 
which revealed that when con-
sumers sign up to SVoD services, 
they are most concerned about 
the content genre offered by the 
service provider. Indicated as a 
“must-have” for a premium SVoD 
service are Hollywood movies, fol-
lowed by new South Korean and 
Chinese dramas, Hollywood series, 
and sports.

To cater to local audiences in a 
specific country, some service pro-
viders are also offering local content 
on their platforms. For instance, 
iflix, which is primarily launched as 
a Hollywood TV series service, has 
been adding “a signification por-
tion” of local content to its platform, 
particularly in Indonesia and the 
Philippines, where more than 30% 
of its movie titles are local, said MPA.

The report covered six Asia-
Pacific markets — Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, the 
Philippines and Thailand — with 
a 1,000-user panel size in each 
market.

Venugopal continued: “In four 

of the markets surveyed — Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and the 
Philippines — local over-the-top 
(OTT) players have taken the lead 
when it comes to building aware-
ness and conversion, led by pay-TV 
and free TV operators, a number 
of which are reliant on local and 
Asian content and, in certain cases, 
sports. 

“Global and pan-regional SVoD 
services are focused on providing 
international content, and are 
fighting to take the lead, though 
conversion has been low in general. 
In terms of awareness and conver-
sion, Netflix and iflix both lead in 
selected markets, with Viu also 
robust across most markets.” 

As telcos and online video 
platforms expand distribution 
partnerships, the market share of 
digital video is also creating new 
opportunities for content creators, 
distributors and consumers. 

Hence, industry experts will 
be gathering at the Asia-Pacific 
Video Operators Summit (APOS) 

See  at 
the upcoming 

events

APOS 2017 to highlight 
new opportunities in 
digital space

BEIJING – Driven by the entry 
of major players, as well as “new 
and exciting” content, China’s 
virtual reality (VR) industry is 
expected to expand more than 
four-fold (441.2%) in 2017, pre-
dicted market intelligence firm 
IDC.

Inspired by Google, IDC ex-
pects 80% of mainstream mobile-
phone vendors to start releasing 
VR products, while traditional 
tech giants such as Lenovo, Dell 
and HP will work with Microsoft 
to improve their competitiveness 
in the VR market. 

IDC also sees Sony, Micro-
soft and Vive as the top three 
desktop VR platforms in China, 

while screen-less head-mounted 
displays can be expected to make 
up 62.9% of all VR shipments in 
China in 2017. 

Chinese consumers can also 
anticipate a further explosion 
of VR experience stores. As of 
Q3 2016, there were 5,000 VR 
experience stores in the country 
— more stores will open and be 
accessible in lower-tier Chinese 
cities, said IDC.

Content-oriented Internet 
companies such as Tencent, LeTV, 
iQiyi and Baofeng will also test 
their fortunes in the VR hardware 
market, even as “impressive VR 
content” emerges in the first half 
of 2017, concluded IDC.

SINGAPORE – A total of 2.8 billion 
users globally used social media 
on a monthly basis in 2016, an 
increase of 21% year-on-year, re-
ported social media management 
platform Hootsuite in a new report 
produced in conjunction with We 
Are Social, a global social media 
agency.

Of these, 1.5 billion are from 
Asia-Pacific, 95% of whom access 
social media via mobile devices 
— the highest ration in the world.

As such, organisations operat-
ing in Asia-Pacific should plan to 
transform their communications 
strategy to increase customer 
engagement and real-time inter-
action across the customer journey, 
suggested Hootsuite.

Roger Graham, Hootsuite’s 
senior director of growth and mar-
keting, added: “One of the greatest 
opportunities of a digitally con-
nected world is the ability to have 
immediate conversations, wherever 

and whenever customers want. 
Social media not only enables 
organisations to amplify its brand, 
but also build trust, credibility and 
human relationships at scale.”

Within Asia-Pacific, Singapore 
is one of the most active social 
media-using countries. More than 
three in four Singaporeans now 
use social media, with 800,000 new 
users from January 2016 to January 
2017. Some 70% of Singaporeans 
(four million) use social media on 
mobile, more than double the 
global average of 34%. 

Half of the world’s population 
is now online, which is a testament 
to the speed with which digital 
connectivity is helping to improve 
people’s lives, said Simon Kemp, 
global consultant at We Are Social.

“It’s probably time for us to stop 
referring to social as ‘new media’, 
and integrate it more seamlessly 
into our day-to-day activities,” he 
concluded.

Asia-Pacific leads  
global social media use

China ready to embrace VR
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Subtitles and closed captions 

Content producers have to provide subtitles and closed captions if the 
content they are delivering is not broadcast in local audiences’ native 

languages. These are crucial functions, especially when content can now be 
distributed globally via the Internet, as Josephine Tan finds out.

S

14

Sixty delivers two new VR 
studios to Norway’s TV 2
TV experience company Sixty has delivered 
two new virtual reality (VR) studios to 
Norwegian broadcaster TV 2. The physical 
set is supplemented by real-time graphics 
and animations, enriching the presentation, 
as well as increasing and adding to viewer 
engagement. According to Mari Hvattum, 
project manager at TV 2, Sixty helped to 
overcome the challenge of creating a virtual 
set that looked as similar as possible to TV 
2’s previous traditional studio. Giving the 
seal of approval to the end-product, she said: 
“These two new virtual studios will allow 
us to become even more creative in our 
presentation and we’re very confident that 
our audience will react positively to them.”

Fujifilm’s MK18-55mm 
lens for ‘run and gun shot’

and distribution environments.
Avid Illuminate features three in-

dividual modules — Avid QC, Avid 
Comply and Avid Align. Based on pho-
netic technology, Avid QC is capable of 
comparing captions to the audio track 
dialogue. Integrated with broadcast-
compliance solutions, Avid Comply 
provides the analysis and verification 
reporting in caption coverage and ac-
curacy. The optional Avid Align, on 
the other hand, is available to re-time 
captions that are out-of-sync due to 
live captioning or frame rate conver-
sion issues. 

While subtitling is a cost-effective 
way of delivering key programmes to 
local audiences, the challenge is passed 
down to the translators as they would 
have to be fluent in both languages to 
condense and interpret the content ac-
cording to the cultural references, jokes 
and idioms, Dr Stuart Green, CEO for 
Zoo Digital, points out. 

Sharing almost similar functions to 
subtitling is closed captioning, which 
additionally incorporates informa-
tion of the sound effects taking place 
in the particular dialogue or shot. 
Despite its primary role of aiding the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing audiences to 
understand the dialogue and sound, 
Dr Green suggests that these captions 
can also be employed in a multitude 
of other environments, such as hotels, 
airports and gyms, where audio is not 
necessarily heard. 

He explains: “In a world where 
SEO (search engine optimisation) can 
be vital to business success, captioning 
content makes it far more discover-
able by search engines. With captions, 
there are multiple challenges, including  
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Fujifilm has released the new MK 18-55mm 
cinema lens, which is designed for the “run 
and gun shot” type of cinematographers 
and videographers, as it eliminates the 
need for focus shift while zooming and 
suppressing breathing, according to Fujifilm. 
Equipped with a flat T2.9 stop through 
18-55mm focal length, the MK 18-55mm 
lens allows users to shoot an image with 
fast speed and shallow depth of field while 
reducing the time for lightning adjustment. 

becoming global, multilingual 
visual languages

Dr Stuart Green, CEO for Zoo Digital: The 
success of subtitling services relies on 
translators who have to be fluent in both 
languages to be able to condense and 
interpret the content according to cultural 
references, jokes and idioms.

Featuring three individual modules — Avid QC, Avid 
Comply and Avid Align — the Avid Illuminate platform 

prepares captions for online or OTT distribution, reports on 
broadcast compliance, and is able to work in multilingual 

playout and distribution environments.

When dealt correctly, subtitling 
and closed captioning could be help-
ful functions for audiences to gain a 
better understanding of the content. 
However, these services could also result 
in a disturbing viewing experience if the 
translations are inaccurate, or if it does 
not synchronise with the dialogue. 

Tim Murphy, director, product 
management at Avid, says: “We are 
seeing increased pressure on content 
owners and aggregators to provide high-
quality closed captions and subtitles. 
Besides needing to match what was 
spoken, the subtitles and closed cap-
tions also have to be aligned with those 
spoken words.” 

To verify captioning, video descrip-
tion and languages with accuracy, Avid 
developed the Avid Illuminate platform, 
which prepares captions for online 
or over-the-top (OTT) distribution, 
reports on broadcast compliance, and 
is able to work in multilingual playout 

ubtitles are important broadcast func-
tions for broadcasters and content 
producers to provide in order to ensure 
that audiences have a complete under-
standing of the content, even though it 
might not be broadcast in their native 
language.  

As one of the key aspects of content 
localisation, understanding the differ-
ences in cultural languages is crucial for 
media operators when they are targeting 
their content at audiences in each spe-
cific country. One such media operator 
is Netflix, who is offering its services to 
more than 190 countries in more than 
20 languages.

Considering subtitles and closed 
captions to be a “vital part” of Netflix’s 
member experience, the company also 
sees these functions as an extension 
of the content itself, stresses Dennis 
Sheehan, director, content localisation 
and quality control, Netflix.

He explains to APB: “For content 
to be experienced and enjoyed beyond 
English-speaking or hard-of-hearing 
audiences, it is essential that subtitles 
are translated in a way that captures the 
creative intent of the filmmaker, while 
being culturally relevant to the audi-
ences. This requires broadcasters to have 
their fingers on the pulse of what’s being 
localised, and to pay special attention to 
the quality thereof, as well as an under-
standing of the technical challenges of 
the file formats.”  

March 2017
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Subtitles and closed captions ❝As ATSC 3.0 has selected the IMSC1, DASH 
integration is important to allow the IMSC1 
to interoperate between broadcast and 
Internet-delivered content. This is the first 
time in the history of closed caption and 
subtitle technology, where there is an open 
source implementation available to facilitate 
interoperability.❞

— Mike Dolan, Chairman,  
SMPTE Technology Committee on TV and Broadband

❝The IMSC provides 
broadcasters and service 
providers with an 
international footprint 
to deliver subtitles and 
captions services to 
the world in a single 
format.❞
— Dr Pierre-Anthony, Editor, 

Internet Media Subtitles and Captions 1.0 (IMSC1)

accu racy, adhering to the conven-
tions and formatting guidelines 
of each broadcaster; for example, 
how to denote multiple speakers, 
annotate off-screen comments and 
work out reading speed. 

“The key is to think from 
the perspective of someone who 
is deaf or hard-of-hearing, and 
ensure that they can enjoy the 
content equally to those without 
a hearing impairment.”  

Another key challenge, accord-
ing to Dr Green, is ensuring that 
both subtitling and closed caption-
ing are delivered in a “platform-
agnostic” format so that they can 
be “repurposed quickly and cost-
effectively”. This is notably crucial 
for content producers who are 
looking to distribute their content 
on online platforms, he adds. 

The entertainment landscape is 

shifting due to the growth of online 
video platforms, such as Netflix 
and Amazon Prime Video, which 
are capable of delivering content 
on a global scale via the Internet. 
To improve accessibility of the 
delivery of subtitling services for 
online video content, the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
has published a new global stand-
ard — the Timed Text Markup 
Language (TTML) Profiles for 
the Internet Media Subtitles and 
Captions 1.0 (IMSC1). 

Dr Pierre-Anthony Lemieux, 
editor of the IMSC1, elaborates: 
“Subtitles and captions are an 
integral part of the entertainment 
experience, and supporting multi-
ple regional formats increases 
acquisition and distribution costs. 
A standard is therefore desirable. 

“The IMSC1 provides broad-

casters and service providers 
with an international footprint 
to deliver subtitles and captions 
services to the world in a single 
format. These operators can there-
fore author, take delivery, store 
and deliver subtitles in a single 
format.” 

Claiming that the IMSC1 rep-
resents a “significant milestone” in 
an effort to establish a single global 
standard for subtitles and closed 
captions, David Ronca, director of 
encoding technologies at Netflix, 
says that the IMSC1 would allow 
the company to achieve its goal 
in providing the “highest quality 
caption and subtitles at a global 
scale” while preserving the crea-
tive intent of the assets. 

Also a member of the W3C, 
Netflix is fully committed to sup-
porting the IMSC1 as the “pre-
ferred model” for subtitle delivery 
into the Netflix ecosystem, Ronca 
adds, as well as in the next steps 
of enhancing the IMSC1 to be a 
complete global subtitle standard, 
for example, by adding support for 
Japanese subtitles. 

The IMSC1 features “forced 
subtitles” that can carry text both 
for hard-of-hearing viewers and 
translation of subtitles, enhanced 
text alignment and padding that 

supports captioning styles in 
Europe, images in addition to 
text-based subtitles, as well as 
reference fonts and character sets 
to improve rendering fidelity. It is 
also integrated with the IMSC1 
Hypothetical Render Model that 
allows document complexity to be 
measured at the time of authoring 
while ensuring it can be played 
downstream. 

Commenting on the develop-
ment of the IMSC1, Zoo Digital’s 
Dr Green says: “The IMSC1 is the 
result of more recent efforts to 
harmonise the exchange of timed 
text information in the hope that 
this will be the one format that 
all industry partners can agree 
on. Designed specifically as an 
interchange format across subtitle 
and caption delivery applications 
worldwide, the IMSC1 would be 
a good choice as it has the sup-
port of leading industries bodies 
to facilitate interoperability and 
encourage good practice.” 

The harmonisation of these 
technical guidelines for online 
video captions and subtitles was a 
colla borative effort among mem-
bers of the W3C Timed Text 
Working Group, a team com-
prising global experts and exter-
nal organisations, including the 

becoming global, multilingual 
European Broadcasting Union 
(EBU) and the Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers 
(SMPTE). 

Mike Dolan, chairman of the 
SMPTE Technology Committee 
on TV and Broadband, says: “The 
IMSC1 profile simplifies TTML 
to meet the closed caption feature 
of the Consumer Technology 
Association (CTA)-708 standard 
for digital TV (DTV) closed 
captioning, as well as subtitle 
requirements for theatrical and 
distributed media such as Blu-ray.”

He further reveals that an 
IMSC1 reference decoder has been 
developed under open source, and 
is currently added to the dynamic 
adaptive streaming over HTTP 
(DASH) reference decoder, which 
will form an open source reference 
for any DASH-based deployment, 
such as ATSC 3.0. 

Dolan concludes: “As ATSC 3.0 
has selected the IMSC1, DASH in-
tegration is important to allow the 
IMSC1 to interoperate between 
broadcast and Internet-delivered 
content. This is the first time in 
the history of closed caption and 
subtitle technology, where there 
is an open source implementa-
tion available to facilitate inter-
operability.” 
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by drago flores

The past decade has witnessed 
astonishing advances in camera and 
data transfer technology, in turn 
bringing competition into a space 
traditionally reserved exclusively for 
larger broadcasters. 

Super-high-quality 4K/Ultra HD 
(UHD) and 8K video cameras and 
television sets, once novelties, are 
becoming not only viable, but also 
mainstream. Personal video cameras, 
once analogue and recording in SD, 
now offer full HD recording in formats 
ready for immediate upload to any 
number of video hosting websites. 

Streaming online video, once 
slow and unorganised, now offers 
more choices and more novel content 
to more people than ever before. 
This surge in entertaining and novel 
content has led many consumers to 
cut the cord completely, throwing 
away their cable box. 

In such turbulent times, how can 
traditional broadcasters adapt to 
re-gain their foothold and bring back 
their audiences? Novel and creative 
content, and a trusted partner who 
understands your team’s aspirations 
are key.

Increasing competition
Gone are the days when the sunk 
costs to creating content and 
broadcasting it to the world were 
barriers to entry. Today, all it takes 
is a small investment for anyone to 
create their own channel, broadcast it 
around the world, and gain hundreds 
of thousands, if not millions, of fans. 
Advances in online data transfer 
technology has only added fuel to the 
flame as providers of streaming video-
on-demand services announce record 
numbers of subscribers year-on-year. 

Being able to watch what you 
want, when you want, has been one 
of the greatest strengths of this trend, 
but there are several areas where 
new entrants may have difficulty 
competing in. While the content 
may be novel, a lack of funding and 
knowledge may be evident in the 
quality of the video, and remains one 
of the greatest weaknesses of these 
new entrants.

Traditional broadcasters, on the 
other hand, have a long history 

Embracing new technologies  
and production techniques with  
the right support

and knowledge of industry filming 
techniques. The studios, camera 
operators, and the entire broadcast 
teams are refined, professional, and 
dedicated to the creation of great 
content around-the-clock. However, 
while this may sound like they are 
poised to have the upper hand, the 
competition seems to have struck 
precisely on broadcasters’ Achilles 
heel: the slow integration of novel 
and creative filming techniques and 
content trends.

One technique which may be 
unavailable to new entrants is virtual 
reality (VR) and augmented reality 
(AR). VR and AR studios are gaining 
popularity among larger broadcasters 
in South-east Asia and around the 
world for their ability to produce 
stunning images and previously 
impossible shots. Newscasters are 
now able to interact with virtual 
representations of athletes, politicians, 
and any other graphic data seamlessly 
and professionally, creating captivating 
and novel content in real time.

Vital to any virtual studio is the 
ability to track the exact position 
of the camera. The key is to invest 
in equipment capable of accurately 
tracking pan, tilt, zoom, focus, height 
and floor XY movement, and correctly 
outputting that data to a graphic 
engine, jitter-free. The problem is many 
such systems either suffer from data 
“jitters”, are overly complicated, or just 
plain too expensive. 

Shotoku Broadcast Systems has 
been proud to offer high-accuracy 
position tracking equipment for VR 
and AR studios which offers jitter-free 
data output and is easy to use. Set-
and-forget calibration and a patented 
touch-screen serial position interface 

(SPI-Touch) 
mean calibration 
takes less than 30 
seconds, allowing camera 
operators more time to 
focus on setting up their 
shots. 

Shotoku’s top model, the 
TK-53L VR crane/TI-04 VR dolly 
system (pictured, right) , has 
been adopted by some 
of the most renowned 
studios in the world, with 
great success. Hand-
built from the ground 
up, these systems have 
been a staple of the VR/
AR community for years, 
but there was always something 
missing in the range.

In response to this, Shotoku’s 
position tracking technology has been 
joined with the rigidity and servo 
performance of CamMate cranes to 
create Graphica, a new range of VR 
cranes purpose-built for VR and AR 
applications. 

Launching this month, Graphica 
has been jointly developed from 
the ground up and provides much 
improved tracking accuracy over 
competing and existing retrofit 
products, at a price point which many 
studios should find very attractive. 

As Tony Hanada, Shotoku 
Broadcast Systems’ managing director, 
said: “This fills a gap in our VR range 
and will now allow customers and 
integrators to source any kind of VR 
tracking solution from Shotoku.” 

This April’s NAB Show 2017 will 
see the launch of seven product 
variants with arm lengths of 
2.5m-12.4m, along with Graphica 770 
(7.7m), to be revealed at Shotoku’s 
booth C6015.

Implications of 4K/UHD on camera 
support
4K/UHD and even 8K are already 
being exploited by creators to create 
stunning images in creative ways, 
demanding systems that provide 
consistency and inspire confidence. 
No matter how good the quality 
of the camera and lens, the image 

produced will be poor if the 
support system is inadequate 

or unstable. Thus, it is of upmost 
importance to provide robust, 

reliable, high-performance camera 
support with smooth, intuitive and 
quiet on-shot, on-air movement at any 
payload. 

In fact, such requirements are 
expected to become even more 
critical as image quality and demands 
to create novel and creative content 
increase. Camera support design has 
always been rooted in these same basic 
principles; finding a manufacturer who 
understands this right now is a sure 
sign of the quality of the products and 
services one can expect, decades into 
the future. 

Beating the competition
New pressure from increased 
competition has traditional broadcasters 
seeking creative ways to re-gain their 
foothold in the market and build up 
their viewer base. Utilising cameras 
and lenses that offer better-than-ever 
quality is undoubtedly important, but 
taking advantage of cutting-edge 
high-performance VR technology to 
fabricate novel and creative content 
may be the key to getting an edge 
over the new kids in town. 

Traditional broadcasters have a 
wealth of technical expertise and ideas. 
The next step for them is to pair those 
ideas with the most suitable, preferred 
support equipment for the job. It is 
about trust. Innovating for the future 
begins with fostering that relationship 
today. ❑

No matter how good  
the quality of the camera 

and lens, the image 
produced will be poor 

if the support system is 
inadequate or unstable.

Shotoku Broadcast Systems has been offering high-accuracy 
position tracking equipment for virtual and augmented reality 

studios. Offering jitter-free data output, these include 
the TK-53L VR crane/TI-04 dolly system. According to 

Shotoku, this system has been adopted 
by some of the most renowned studios 
in the world, covering events such as the 
FIFA World Cup 2014.

Drago Flores 
is marketing 
coordinator at 
Shotoku Broadcast 
Systems.

Vital to any virtual studio is the ability to track the exact position of the 
camera. The key is to invest in equipment capable of accurately tracking 

pan, tilt, zoom, focus, height and floor XY movement, and correctly 
outputting that data to a graphic engine, jitter-free.

The 
TK-53LVR 
Crane/TI-

04 VR Dolly 
System.
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NHK outfits video 
trucks with Lawo 
mobile audio kit

Japanese public broadcaster NHK has pur-
chased a Lawo mobile audio kit, comprising 
a 24-fader Lawo mc²36 console with a Lawo 
Compact I/O unit.

The latest addition to NHK’s Lawo gear is 
designed to accompany NHK’s video trucks 
as well as other mobile video equipment, 
and to enable NHK to capture sports and 
cultural events.

One of the biggest users of Lawo equip-
ment in Japan, NHK is using some 20 mc² 
systems — studio and mobile installations 
using mc²90, mc²66, mc²56 as well as mc²36 
audio mixing consoles. The companies share 
a long R&D history, having worked together 
to develop tools and practical applications 
that create an immersive audio experience 
with 3D surround audio (22.2).

Designed for broadcast, theatre, house 
of worship, live and install applications, the 
mc²36 all-in-one mixing desk is equipped 
with a 96-DSP-channel micro-core with 
internal 512x512 port audio matrix. An in-
tegrated I/O also makes it ideal for mobile 

and permanent installations with limited 
space, said Lawo.

As it is natively equipped with Ravenna/
AES67 technology, the mc²36 is able to be 
integrated into IP infrastructures. And for 
operational security, the console not only 
has redundant power-supplies, but also DSP 
redundancy.

In terms of connectivity, the console’s 
interfaces include 32 mic/line inputs, 32 line 
outputs, eight digital AES3 inputs, eight digi-
tal AES3 outputs, eight GPIO ports, one MADI 
(SFP) port, three Ravenna/AES67 channels, 
and a headphone jack. 

In addition to the on-board I/O, a MADI 
tie-line connection and three Ravenna/
AES67 audio-over-IP ports provide future- 
proof connectivity for up to 384 external 
inputs and outputs, offering a total capacity 
of 496 physical inputs and outputs. 

With the Lawo Compact I/O, users can 
also expand the mc²36’s connectivity, and to 
create a distant stagebox solution, in addition 
to the on-board I/O.

Sierra Automated Systems (SAS), a manu-
facturer of digital audio network routing, 
mixing, console control and integrated 
intercom and talkback systems, has inte-
grated the Livewire audio-over-IP (AoIP) 
protocol into its product portfolio.

Developed by Axia Audio, the stu-
dio audio division of the Telos Alliance, 
Livewire enables high-reliability, low-delay 
uncompressed digital audio over Ethernet, 
including audio, logic, control and pro-
gramme associated data (PAD).

Al Salci, co-founder and VP of SAS, 
said: “In keeping with our philosophy 
of providing total system solutions, we 
wanted to add Livewire to our line-up to 
work with the numerous Livewire devices 

in the market. We think things are going 
to eventually morph into one common 
standard, which is the AES67 standard 
that was initiated and spearheaded by the 
Telos Alliance.” 

Axia Audio and the Telos Alliance are 
also the founding members of the Media 
Networking Alliance, which is formed by 
a group of equipment manufacturers to 
promote the adoption and implementa-
tion of the AES67 standard. 

Marty Sacks, VP of sales, support and 
marketing for Telos Systems, in welcoming 
SAS to the Livewire family, concluded: “SAS 
has a very loyal following and a great repu-
tation. We are honoured to make Livewire 
available to SAS users worldwide.”

RCS powers  
real-time graphics 
for WTA Media
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) Media, a 
joint venture between digital sports content 
and media group Perform Group and the 
WTA, is using Reality Check Systems (RCS) so-
lutions to provide graphics, data integration 
and hardware for 29 of its tennis broadcasts 
this season. 

The three-year deal commenced in Janu-
ary this year with the broadcast of the Shen-
zhen Open, which debuted the data-driven 
graphics created by RCS and powered by its 
technology solutions. 

With previous experience working with 
RCS on DAZN, a live sports streaming ser-
vice, WTA Media’s managing director, John  
Learing, believes that RCS is capable of pro-
ducing graphics that complement the tennis 
players and the game in general. 

He said: “Our deal with WTA marks the 
largest yet in the history of women’s sports, 
so naturally we wanted to take our produc-
tion value to the next level. [RCS] has done 
an amazing job and we look forward to 
working with them to improve the quality 
of our coverage even further.” 

Prior to the tournament, RCS designed 
and built the match graphics for WTA Media’s 
world feed, including opens, full screens and 
more. They also developed custom control 
and real-time scoring apps, and created a 
talent and production statistics display.

SAS adds Livewire AoIP protocol 
into its product portfolio

To facilitate graphics control and playout, 
RCS provided mobile graphics flypacks that 
will be brought to each tournament. Each 
system is integrated with RCS’ Foundation 
data service, and receives and processes data 
from WTA Media’s data aggregator, umpire 
PDAs and WTA’s historical database, for use 
in real-time graphics production. 

Besides the 29 tournaments of the 
season, an additional 26 locally produced 
tournaments will also leverage RCS’ graph-
ics package.

Mike Ward, managing director of Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa (EMEA), RCS, con-
cluded: “WTA is home to some of the most 
amazing tennis talent, and we wanted to give 
its tournament productions the attention and 
respect they deserve with a modern look 
and feel. Channelling their passion for the 
sport and working with both WTA Media and 
Perform teams, we were able to deliver an 
efficient yet compelling package that tennis 
fans will love.”

Reality Check Systems (RCS) has designed match 
graphics and developed custom control and 
real-time scoring apps for 29 WTA Media tennis 
broadcasts for the 2017 season.

A Lawo mobile audio kit, 
comprising a 24-fader Lawo mc²36 

console with a Lawo Compact I/O 
unit, has been purchased by NHK 

to enable the Japanese public 
broadcaster to capture sports and 

cultural events.
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ARRI celebrates centenary year
In 1917, two teenagers — August Arnold 
and Robert Richter — rented a small, former 
shoemaker’s store in Munich and set up shop 
as a film technology firm.

They started with just one product, a 
copying machine they built on a lathe Richter 
had received as a Christmas present from his 
parents.

Taking the first two letters of their sur-
names, Arnold and Richter started what is to-
day one of the most recognised brand names 
in the film equipment industry — ARRI.

As the company celebrates its centenary 
year this September, Dr Jörg Pohlman, one 
of ARRI’s two executive board members, 
reflected: “I still find it amazing that this 
company was founded by two teenagers … 
First and foremost, they were film enthusi-
asts, driven by a love for visual storytelling 
and technology. 

“If you walk around ARRI today, you’ll 
see that same enthusiasm and passion — it 
defines who we are and what we do.”

Before they manufactured the first ARRI 
camera, Arnold and Robert were camera 
operators, film producers and an equipment 
rental outfit. From the very beginning, they 
worked directly with film makers and the 
insights they gained helped them to develop 
equipment that met real on-set needs. 

Today, ARRI is continuing to build on this 
proud tradition of listening to what filmmak-
ers want, and be a long-term professional 
partner to the global film industry, added 

Franz Kraus, executive board member, ARRI. 
“The fact that we offer such varied products 
and services, covering all sides of the indus-
try, gives us a unique perspective and allows 
each division to benefit from the expertise of 
all the others.” He cited the example of ARRI’s 
work in digital post production, which helped 
the company make a successful transition 
from film to digital cameras. 

ARRI believes that quality and reliability 
remain “vitally relevant” traits today, because 

at every level of the industry, there still exists 
the need for durable tools that are fit for 
purpose and deliver long-term returns, the 
company explained.

However, it is also about going beyond 
building just quality and reliability; ARRI 
believes flexible systems architectures, lights 
that are essentially computers, and software 
updates that respond to evolving needs and 
continually transform the functionalities of 
the hardware are vital as well.

In a new collaboration, Haivision’s 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) Internet media encoder is 
now compatible with the Nokia OZO Live 
camera for virtual reality (VR) streaming.

Using Haivision’s KB 4K/UHD encoder 
together with the Nokia OZO VR camera 
and Nokia OZO Live software, organisa-
tions can stream “reliable, high-quality” 
VR experiences that combine 360-degree 
viewing and a 3D immersive experience 
for online audiences, said the companies.

Tarif Sayed, head of VR technol-
ogies, Nokia OZO, added: “Nokia OZO is 
committed to creating an extensive VR 
technology production ecosystem that 
provides compatibility, performance and 
optimisation for every element in the VR 
workflow. Haivision’s KB 4K/UHD encoder 
is an important enabler for the OZO eco-
system in delivering high-powered, large-
scale live VR events.”

VR has captured the minds of brands, 
marketers and entertainers globally 
with the goal of creating immersive and 
interactive experiences, suggested Peter 
Maag, chief marketing officer, Haivi-
sion. “We’re looking forward to working 
closely with the Nokia OZO team to bring 
high-quality, live streaming experiences 
to audiences online,” he concluded.

Partners enable 
VR 360-degree 
streaming

Steeped in history: In 1917, two friends, Robert Richter (left) and August Arnold, with a burning passion 
came together to form ARRI.

AXS TV enhances its audio 
playout with AJA’s FS4

Founded in 2001 as HDNet and rebranded 
as AXS TV in 2012, the US cable and satellite 
TV network has been a user of AJA equip-
ment for 15 years.

Particularly, the Ki Pro family of record/
playback devices, as well as KONA video 
cards, FS frame synchronisers and mini-
converters have been used in heavy rotation 
across AXS TV’s various production trucks, 
vans and flight packs.

A recent addition to AXS TV’s 40ft (12m) 
concert truck is AJA’s FS4, a four-channel 
2K/HD/SD or one-channel 4K/Ultra HD 
(UHD) frame synchroniser and up/down/
cross-converter.

A long-time user of AJA 
gear, AXS TV recently 
added the FS4 frame 
synchroniser to its concert 
truck. 

Jeff Carman, senior technical producer at 
AXS TV, explained: “We needed to improve 
the embedding/de-embedding capabilities 
in our biggest truck, after a competing em-
bedder would introduce digital noise under 
certain conditions.”

The FS4, he reported, not only handles 
simple embed/de-embed, but also adds 
a host of new flexible options to AXS TV’s 
workflow. For instance, Carman and his team 
took advantage of FS4’s support for MADI 
audio by piping 64 tracks around its concert 
truck for recording. 

By feeding MADI audio into the FS4, the 
truck’s production system was able to pick off 
any of those tracks and assign them to any 
of the four SDI outputs. It could also simply 
feed audio and AES signals into any of the 
four SDI inputs.

Carman described: “We were recently 
broadcasting from a concert and needed to 
send the live switch to multiple destinations  
with different audio. The live webcast via sat-
ellite solely took the stereo mix, and another 
radio station needed four channels of audio, 
while the green room and tour buses needed 
a stereo mix but with a little extra audio level.

“Additionally, the programme record to 
Ki Pro was fed eight channels (PGM, Fox Mix, 
ProTools Mix and Audience Mics). With FS4, 
we accomplished all of that from one box.”

Streamline your broadcast workflow 

www.ihse.com  info@ihse.com
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Draco tera KVM switches connect operators 
to vital production equipment, without 
compromise. 

With no transmission delay or picture 
degradation, they are the ideal solution for 
today’s broadcast and post facilities, increasing 
efficiency and streamlining the production 
workflow.
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While there may not be a one-
size-fits-all MAM solution that 

addresses every need and 
requirement of broadcasters, 

MAM systems are playing 
a key role in ensuring that 

broadcasters can manage and 
deliver content to multiple 
platforms, as Shawn Liew 

discovers.

ot contented with watching rival 
Netflix continue to flex its muscles in 
Asia-Pacific, Amazon Prime Video has 
become the latest big-name player to 
enter the region’s burgeoning video 
streaming market.

Already available in countries 
such as Japan, India, Australia and 
Singapore, Amazon Prime Video has 
also announced plans to complete its 
South-east Asian entry by Q1 2017.

More importantly, perhaps, the 
presence, and increasing popularity, 
of the likes of Netflix and Amazon 
Prime Video is shining a spotlight on 
a continuing evolution of content con-
sumption. For broadcasters, it requires 
a focus on defining new workflows for 
the distribution of content on mobile 
devices.

Mariano Monteverde, sales direc-
tor, APAC of VSN, tells APB: “Content 

Proliferating content and 

is increasingly available on more plat-
forms, and in a variety of formats —  
different languages, captions, on- 
demand content or linear streams. 

“From that perspective, a media  
asset management (MAM) system with 
a powerful process management mod-
ule, or workflow automation, helps to 
achieve the higher productivity required. 
Business Intelligence (BI) further allows 
the gathering of feedback for improving 
these workflow automations.”

Broadcasters today are facing great 
pressure to diversify their operations 
and to deliver to “new and exciting” 
platforms, says Andrew Dix, head of 
workflow and media management, Snell 
Advanced Media (SAM). To facilitate 
this, a MAM system has to be flexible to 
grow quickly and dynamically to adopt 
new technologies, and allow timely roll-
out to new social media and on-demand 
platforms, he adds. 

“Where a single asset is repurposed 
many times for different target end-
consumers, the MAM must provide 
automated, reliable and repeatable 
processes to increase the capacity of any 
operation,” Dix continues. “The MAM 
must also provide a detailed analytical 
insight into the capabilities of exist-
ing workflows and operations, so that 
broadcasters can proactively plan for 
the future.”

2017 will see SAM make further 
enhancements to its Momentum MAM 
and workflow automation solution, 
including in the areas of automation 
of operations, intelligent prioritisation 
of content processing and delivery, he 
reveals. 

As for BI, which is incorporated into 

Momentum, SAM believes it is essential 
in achieving strategic business impera-
tives by defining a clear set of objectives 
and having the ability to analyse, adapt 
and define a route to achieving those 
objectives. Clear objectives, scheduled 
tasks and resource tracking, adds SAM, 
eliminate any confusion over who does 
what and by when.

In addition, this year, Momentum 
will roll out with further in-built in-
tegration with third-party platforms 
and delivery mechanisms to provide a 
wider range of capabilities. “We are also 
enhancing Momentum’s capabilities in 
virtualisation and cloud-based tech-
nologies to facilitate a move to more 
operational-focused cost models where 
it is appropriate to our clients,” says Dix.

When defining new workflows, it is 
equally important to pay attention to 
developing new business models, advises 
VSN’s Monteverde. He cites the example 
of Hong Kong’s TVB in working with 
telco HKBroadband to bundle MyTV 
Super, an over-the-top (OTT) service, 
with an Internet service. 

In such an environment, shared 
revenue models and smart advertising 
are fundamental, says Monteverde, while 
describing how the VSNEXPLORER BI 
solution allows audience information 
provided by the OTT platform to be 
crossed with the content information 
from the MAM system.

VSN’s BI module was introduced 
in 2015 to the VSNEXPLORER media 
and entertainment suite and the com-
pany has since seen a higher demand 
for workflow automation and content 
localisation, as well as an increase of the 
distribution channels of VSN customers  

❝Because content is increasingly 
available on more platforms, 
and in a variety of formats ... a 
MAM system with a powerful 
process management module, 
or workflow 
automation, 
[is needed] 
to achieve 
the higher 
productivity 
required.❞

— Mariano Monteverde,  
Sales Director, APAC, VSN

Kudelski Group acquires 
M&S Technologies
The Kudelski Group has accquired M&S 
Technologies, a specialist provider of cyber 
and network security solutions. The addition 
of M&S Technologies, said the Kudelski 
Group, will broaden the technology 
capabilities and client portfolio of Kudelski 
Security, the Kudelski Group’s cyber-security 
division. André Kudelski, Kudelski Group’s 
chairman and CEO, said: “Providing global 
cyber-security solutions is a strategic part 
of the group’s future growth. To achieve 
our goals, we have a multi-dimensional 
approach, including technological 
excellence and geographic expansion.”

Post-production houses 
demand more LTO tapes

The latter half of 
2016 and beginning 
of 2017 has seen a 
“significant increase” 
in the demand for 
LTO tapes from the 
post-production 
industry as 

compared to the same period 12 months 
ago. Reporting this trend, Fujifilm Australia 
added that while demand for older LTO 
formats is still strong, there has been 
a particular requirement for LTO7 and 
Fujifilm’s LTO Ecology Pack. Fujifilm’s LTO 
Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge (LTO7) allows 
large volumes of data to be backed up and 
archived while offering data transfer rate of 
300Mbps, and storage capacity of 6TB.

Servers, Archives and  
Playout Systems

Next Month @ Management

PANELLISTS

Patrick So
Regional Manager 
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Engineering
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SAM offers the Momentum 
MAM and workflow 
automation solution, which 
will be enhanced later 
this year in the areas of 
automation of operations, 
intelligent prioritisation 
of content processing and 
delivery.

Andrew Dix, SAM’s head of workflow and media management: 
A MAM system today has to be flexible to grow quickly and 

dynamically to adopt new technologies, and allow timely roll-out to 
new social media and on-demand platforms. 

delivery platforms call for 
new business work flows
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Lee Sheppard is Director of Product 
Management, SGL.

Proliferating content and The changing face of 
media management

is the likelihood that a file will be 
re-used, and the frequency with 
which that will happen.”

Beke also acknowleges that or-
chestrating the different transcod-
ing systems and MAM systems, 
and delivering content to distribu-
tion platforms, is a “very complex” 
process, where each of the various 
business models of broadcasters 
requires a different balance.

To alleviate this complexity, 
MediaGeniX’s WHATS’On con-
tent and lifecycle management 
tool enables VoD material needs 
to be incorporated into the total 
workflow of the content lifecycle. 
This includes rights management, 
content description, linear sched-
uling, BI reporting and material 
handling.

Beke, however, is quick to 
point out that as the broadcast 
business continues to move to a 
content-centric model that blurs 
the difference between linear and 
VoD, there will be no single answer 
to the broadcast dilemma. 

“For a software provider like 
MediaGeniX, it is crucial to con-
stantly enable customers to adapt 
their processes to reduce costs 
and improve efficiencies,” he high-
lights. “This constant change and 
innovation is needed to help 
broadcasters and telcos develop 
successful businesses in this very 
competitive market.”

As the transition to broadcast 
IP continues to gain momentum, 
how might this potentially impact 
or dictate how broadcasters design 
and manage their MAM systems?

SAM’s Dix answers: “With the 
roll-out to IP comes a potential re-
quirement for additional metadata 
to support more detailed informa-
tion about IP capabilities, and the 
need to potentially understand and 
process new file formats that move 
away from traditional broadcast 
formats.”

If IP refers to uncompressed 
video, there will not be a great 
impact on MAM/BI systems, as it 
is simply a case of adapting con-
tent acquisition modules to a new 
interface, says VSN’s Monteverde.

When referring to IP com-
pressed video, however, IP trans-
port streams (IPTS) is an enabler 
aspect for MAM in-the-cloud, he 

to fight against advertisement 
fragmentation, mainly via local 
ad insertion, Monteverde reports.

One of VSN’s key focus in 
2017, he adds, is to provide the 
ability to interface more social 
media platforms and third-party 
OTT platforms within VSN-
EXPLORER BI.

“We expect to have a higher 
demand on the VSNEXPLORER 
BI platform associated to long-
form programmes, once the mo-
bile strategy is further developed 
by broadcasters and advertising 
agencies. The OTT platform and 
‘on-the-go’ media consumption 
enables smarter association with 
audiences, providing enriched 
metadata of the subscriber, such 
as location, gender or age range.”

Where broadcasters may be 
used to having full control over the 
output format of their content, ma-
terial management for a video-on-
demand (VoD) service is “signifi-
cantly different” from man aging 
material for traditional linear  
TV, suggests Michel Beke, SVP, 
product strategy, MediaGeniX. 

“For VoD, the video format 
needs are so diverse that most 
broadcasters have chosen not 
to change their internal video 
formats to the needs of VoD 
services,” he observes. “Instead, 
they transcode the available video 
material to the required VoD file 
format. Often, multiple video files 
in different formats are created to 
comply with the needs of every 
platform operator, online video 
shop or website that serves the 
broadcaster’s content.”

This is a costly endeavour be-
cause broadcasters need to pay for 
transcoding processing power and 
for storing files so they can then 
be delivered to the VoD platform.

The dilemma thus arises, Beke 
asserts. Do broadcasters store the 
transcoded files so they will be re-
used, or do they transcode the files 
from a single broadcast-quality file 
every time they are needed?

The choice lies between storage 
space or the more expensive pro-
cessing power, he says, explaining: 
“In practice, the optimal choice is 
different for every broadcaster as it 
mainly depends on their business 
model. The deciding parameter 

Transmit 8K video with the DP1.2-Vision-XG KVM

suggests. “The rise of IPTS is easing  
the distribution of broadcast 
programmes over the Internet 
and thus its acquisition — and 
this is where MAM in-the-cloud 
becomes a more attractive option.”

However, there is much to be 
learnt on what MAM in-the-cloud 
truly means, including the abil-
ity to deal with hybrid workflows 
where content does not neces-
sarily have to reside in the cloud,  
Monteverde says. 

VSNEXPLORER MAM, for 
instance, manages storage area 
networks (SAN) and network at-
tached storage (NAS) configured 
locally on-premises, and which is 
available to be accessed for editing 
high-resolution broadcast-quality 
content. It can also support near-
line storage for archival on the 
broadcast station premises, no 
matter where the MAM (database 
repository and the Web services) 
sits on the cloud.

Be fully aware of the implica-
tions of getting all your content 
into the cloud and the costs of 
retrieving from the cloud before 
moving to cloud-based operations. 
Also, give due attention to disaster 
recovery in the event of loss of 
connectivity between operators 
and the cloud, advises SAM’s Dix. 

“Which model suits which 
broadcaster will be entirely down 
to the specific requirements of the 
individual, typically around the 
volumes of content that needs to 
be processed,” he concludes. 

 G&D’s DP1.2-Vision-XG KVM 
extender can support 

uncompressed, latency-free 
transmission of 8K video at 60Hz.

The way in which we consume content 
has fundamentally changed. We want 
to watch what we want, when we want, 
where we want and how we want, and 
we want to find programmes quickly.

by lee sheppard

The way in which we consume con-
tent has fundamentally changed. 
We want to watch what we want, 
when we want, where we want and 
how we want, and we want to find 
programmes quickly, preferably in 
HD or, increasingly, 4K/Ultra HD 
(UHD). Content is king and in order 
to satisfy consumer requirements, it 
is essential that media companies 
can locate their material quickly 
and easily.   

The influx of over-the-top 
(OTT) services has been a game 
changer. Media companies must 
now deliver millions of different 
files in different formats to multiple 
destinations. Automated media 
asset management (MAM) work-
flows with seamless integration to 
archive technology are essential to 
allow the retrieval/archive of assets 
quickly. 

SGL has close technology part-
nerships with leading MAM/pro-
duction asset management (PAM) 
providers, including Avid, Grass 
Valley, Marquis, SAM, VSN and 
CatDV, which provide a complete 
toolset with simple workflow rules 
that allow content to be efficiently 
archived and restored. 

Configured to create a col-
laborative production environ-
ment, these technical solutions and 
asso ciated workflows supply media 
organisations with all the tools 
necessary to plan, create, publish 
and archive their production.

To handle these demands, 
archiving options are developing 
quickly and storage environments 
are becoming more complex. This 
has resulted in an increase in hybrid 
archiving models. As cloud systems 
continue to evolve, assets are 
likely to be stored for specific time 
periods on appropriate storage 
technologies for business reasons. 

Media companies need to 
be able to take advantage of the 
benefits of each type of storage 

mechanism and use what is appro-
priate and cost-effective at each 
point in the content life cycle. Man-
agement of these decisions and 
processes requires sophisticated 
storage management systems. This 
is primarily what we are seeing now. 

Tape is here to stay, but as the 
archive becomes a more funda-
mental part of the workflow, not 
just at the end of the chain, cus-
tomers are examining how they 
can achieve the benefits of using 
the cloud while managing the 
risks and costs. Therefore, hybrid 
archives utilising the respective 
benefits of tape, disk, optical stor-
age and cloud are becoming more 
common.

Cloud-based workflows are 
also becoming a reality with com-
panies offering services directly 
within cloud storage — encoding, 
transcoding, edit, QC and so on. 
While it is still early days, these ser-
vices will offer significant benefits 
in terms of cost and organisational 
changes, which will no doubt im-
pact future decision-making. 

SGL is working closely with 
multiple companies to ensure that 
archive workflows can dovetail with 
cloud-based operating workflows. 

Michel Beke, SVP, Product Strategy, 
MediaGeniX: Where broadcasters may 
be used to have full control over the 
output format of their content, material 
management for a video-on-demand 
(VoD) service is “significantly different” 
from managing material for traditional 
linear TV.

KVM (keyboard, video and mouse) supplier Gunter-
mann & Drunck (G&D) is bringing to market the 
DP1.2-Vision-XG KVM extender.

According to G&D, this KVM extender is not only 
capable of transmitting 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) but also 
the “first and only” KVM extender that can support 
uncompressed, latency-free transmission of 8K video 
at 60Hz.

The DP1.2-Vision-XG system consists of a com-
puter module and a user module, allowing users to 
operate their computers remotely, 
as well as benefiting from 
the uncompressed trans-
mission of high-resolution 
DisplayPort video over 
four video channels and 
distances of up to 10,000m.

Because of the source synchronicity of the video 
channels, even the highest video resolutions can be 
extended over long distances, said G&D, adding that 
the dedicated transmission over optical fibre provides 
enough bandwidth for uncompressed DisplayPort 
1.2 video signals, keyboard/mouse, RS232, USB2.0 
and audio.

The DP1.2-Vision-XG system also includes many 
mission-critical features, including the screen-freeze 
function, the monitoring function, a redundant power 

supply, Single Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) and two network 
ports.

delivery platforms call for 
new business work flows
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KVM adoption in broadcast chain ramping up

Joining Adder Technology in 
January this year from Emerson 
Network Power, Hooper brings 
with him 15 years’ experience in 
the control room industry, having 
also worked at the likes of XOS 
Digital and Right Brain Media.

improve workflows and efficiencies.
“The extension, switching and 

computer management capabili-
ties of KVM bring definite benefits 
to clients in this space and help 
them achieve their business objec-
tives,” Ng added.

He was, however, quick to point 

Irdeto and Harmonic are presenting an 
integrated solution based on the Com-
mon Scrambling Algorithm v3 (CSA3)  
algorithm. 

Combining Harmonic’s ProStream X 
stream processing platform with Irdeto’s  
conditional access solution, the joint 
solution will enable pay-TV operators 
to securely launch advanced formats 

such as 4K/Ultra HD (UHD), said the  
companies.

The combination of CSA3 encryption 
technology from Harmonic’s and Irdeto’s 
solutions is also designed to enable broad-
casters to easily deploy new TV services and 
support new devices without interrupting 
existing subscriber services or compromis-
ing their digital assets.

A recent survey by Irdeto and SNL  
Kagan further found that 96% of video 
service providers and content produc-
ers believe that a majority of consumers 
and operators will adopt 4K/UHD TV by  
2020.

As 4K/UHD becomes more common, it 
is increasingly important for operators to 
implement future-proof technology to pre-

vent the theft of valuable content, said Bart 
Spriester, SVP, video products, Harmonic.

“By partnering with Irdeto, we are 
enabling operators to expand offerings to 
meet consumer demand by providing the 
most advanced encryption technology in 
the market. This is critical to protect both 
current and future premium content for-
mats,” he concluded.

2017 is likely to see the “tremen-
dous uptake” of KVM (keyboard, 
video and mouse) technology 
continue, predicted Caleb Hooper, 
Adder Technology’s new VP of 
business development and product 
marketing.

Specifically, he sees increas-
ing demand for the company’s 
IP-based KVM solutions within 
the broadcast market. “Globally, IP 
is making definite inroads across 
broadcast workflows and momen-
tum is gathering,” he told APB. “But 
in emerging markets and greenfield 
installations, there is increased ap-
petite for solutions that will stand 
the test of time, increase efficiencies 
in a cost-effective way, and offer 
security, redundancy and flexibility.”

Irdeto and Harmonic presenting integrated CSA3 solution

Caleb Hooper, 
Adder 

Technology’s 
new VP of 

business 
development 
and product 

marketing: As 
IP continues 

to make global 
inroads across 

broadcast 
workflows, the company’s IP-based 

KVM solutions are increasingly in 
demand.

Daniel 
Ng, Adder 

Technology’s 
VP, business 

development, 
Asia-Pacific: 

One key focus 
of Adder 

Technology 
in 2017 is to 

ensure the 
highest levels 

of security in its KVM solutions.

out how these systems can be an 
IT engineer’s “biggest nightmare” 
for security — as files can be easily 
copied and compromised. Thus, 
security will be a main focus for 
Adder Technology this year, Ng 
revealed.

The company’s flagship solu-
tion, the AdderLink Infinity, for 
instance, features TLS (transport 
layer security) for secure, end-to-
end communication and encryp-
tion of USB data. “In addition, 
our IP-based KVM solutions offer 
additional security as they can be 
used on dedicated IP networks 
that are not accessible outside the 
organisation, ensuring that we are 
keeping ahead of this trend,” Ng 
concluded.

He continued: “Having worked 
across a number of sectors in the 
control room sector, including 
broadcast, I am looking forward 
to working with the Adder team 
to capitalise on these opportunities 
and deliver the benefits of IP-based 
KVM to a wider range of broadcast 
customers.”

As for Asia-Pacific, and the 
broadcast chain specifically, Adder 
Technology reports seeing increas-
ingly more customers beginning to 
host systems in dedicated comput-
er rooms. This, said Daniel Ng, VP, 
business development, Asia-Pacific, 
Adder Technology, means they are 
looking for front-end systems, such 
as KVM, which can be integrated 
with new or existing systems to 
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Terence Teng is Managing Director, 
IHSE APAC.

Broadcasting in  
2017: IP and KVM

Building the blocks to content creation
8D was also purchased for use as 
a road server. Installed in a 14RU 
rack, the 8D, along with some 
Blackmagic Design and networking 
gear, is transformed into a mobile 
production hub on the road —  
allowing connectivity via fibre or 
Ethernet.

Ryan Kehn, creative director at 
VWSE, said: “The 8D has worked 
well for us. We migrated from a 
solution we came up with, which 
worked great for one or two edi-
tors. But as our operation started 
to expand, we needed to shift our 
focus to something more port-
able and versatile, something that 
could handle the intense loads 
demanded during major event 
productions, and the Facilis storage 
has been solid.”

One feature of the Facilis shared 
storage network, according to 

Van Wagner Sports and Entertain-
ment (VWSE Productions), a full-
service entertainment production 
company, has been deploying 
Facilis shared storage systems to 
produce big screen content for its 
on-site production departments as 
well as for use off-site during major 
sporting events.

VWSE, which specialises in live 
sports entertainment and produc-
tion with an emphasis on in-venue 
displays, recently purchased two 
Facilis 96TB TerraBlock 24D shared 
storage systems to replace older 
storage drives and standalone stor-
age solutions.

Since then, the TerraBlocks 
have become VWSE’s Tier 1 shared 
storage solution for all editorial 
work. 

Seeking a more portable solu-
tion for use off-site, a TerraBlock 

VWSE Productions, a full-service entertainment production company, has been deploying Facilis shared storage systems to 
produce big screen content for both their on-site production departments and for use off-site during major sporting events.

In order to accelerate the delivery 
of programme content to the cloud 
via Discovery Communications’ 
global media asset submission 
platform, the Producer’s Portal, the 
US mass media and entertainment 
company is deploying Signiant’s 
Flight solution.

The new system, said Signiant, 
allows content creators to ingest 
media assets directly into cloud 
object storage rather than physi-
cally shipping data tapes, which 
reduces delivery time from several 
days to just a few hours.

Now providing content across 
pay-TV and free-to-air platforms in 
more than 220 countries and terri-
tories, Discovery sources its pro-
gramming from an inter national 

network of producers — with a 
growing focus on using cloud 
technology. 

Josh Derby, VP of technology 
development and strategy, Discov-
ery Communications, explained: 
“At Discovery, we are focused on 
speed of delivery as we move 
content around the globe to our 
billions of subscribers. Our focus 
on speed remains front and centre 
in the transition to the cloud as 
we look to increase flexibility and 
efficiency.

“We rely on Signiant to transfer 
our content reliably, quickly and 
securely as it moves through our 
global content supply chain.”

Discovery’s Producer’s Portal 
provides content submission ser-

vices to its global network of more 
than 600 production partners, 
allowing them to send finished 
programmes and all associated 
elements to cloud object storage 
over any Internet connection. 

The system, which was built by 
Discovery’s in-house developers, 
provides end-to-end functionality 
that includes file delivery as well as 
automatic check-in of the assets to 
Discovery’s media asset manage-
ment system. 

Producers interact with the ap-
plication via a browser-based inter-
face, initiating high-speed transfers 
between a lightweight Signiant 
software client at the producer’s 
facility and Signiant-managed 
infrastructure in the cloud.

Signiant Flight is also now avail-
able on the Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) Marketplace online store, 
where AWS customers can upload 
large files quickly to Amazon 
Simple Storage Service (S3) using 
Signiant Flight.

Signiant’s Flight solution is 
allowing content creators, through 
Discovery Communications’ 
global media asset submission 
platform, the Producer’s Portal, to 
ingest media assets directly into 
cloud object storage rather than 
physically shipping data tapes.

Discovery speeds up workflows with Signiant Flight

by terence teng

The major topic at last year’s IBC 
show and one that we also expect 
to see fairly heavily featured at 
the NAB Show next month is the 
application of IP technology in the 
broadcast world.  

What is reasonably certain 
to many of our customers, col-
laborators and partners is that IP 
handling of content is already in 
place and capable of delivering 
valuable new tools and processes. 
What is on the minds of many in 
the broadcast industry, though, is 
how the IP concept interleaves in 
today’s business model and how 
they can use it to their advantage.

IP connectivity of live content 
is already part of the established 
workflow; we saw it in action at 
the major sporting events last year. 
Standards such as SMPTE2022 (the 
baseline for interoperability) point 
the way towards the implementa-
tion of IP, allowing manufacturers 
to deliver and studio engineers to 
deploy commercial, off-the-shelf 
components suited to the broad-
cast infrastructures of tomorrow. 

IP is the beginning of a signifi-
cant shift that will include a host of 
new techniques and solutions that 
will enable broadcasters to create 
even greater value in the future.

However, new ways of think-
ing will be required as IP enables 
the workflow to become more 
production-focused and as content 
is handled in the cloud after physi-
cal interfaces are removed in favour 
of IP transmission and connectivity. 

We will continue to have broad-
casting centres in which operators, 
production engineers, content 
creators, editors and probably a 
few new job titles that we have not 
even considered will congregate. 

In live events and sports produc-
tion, content is being captured in 
outlying venues and then delivered 
back to the broadcast centre by IP.  
And in every location, people need 
to access the creative and content 
transmission tools, and they need 
and want to do that from their own 
workstation and desk.  

This places greater demands on 
the broadcast facility infrastructure.  
It is now viable and common for 
studios and editing suites to be 
created with the bare minimum of 
Capex-heavy bespoke broadcast 
devices as they are replaced by 
general-purpose PC-based servers, 
workstations and shared software 
— certainly a radical change from 
the traditional broadcast workflows 
of just three or four years ago.

KVM (keyboard, video and 
mouse) solutions, particularly 
matrix switches, are an essential 
element of this infrastructure — 
giving each person instant access 
to every computer and tool within 
their local facility. At just the press 
of a button, or short keyboard se-
quence, anyone can flip from one 
process to another, one computer 
to another, right from their own 
desk. 

And the performance is so 
good that they do not even realise 
that the hardware they are access-
ing is hundreds of metres away in 
a central equipment room, where 
it is secure and can be maintained 
better.

This greatly helps the produc-
tion staff to achieve the additional 
workload placed on them and the 
increased efficiency that they are 
expected to deliver in the new age 
of IP-centric broadcasting.

Kehn, is its ability to allow storage 
servers to be easily connected and 
disconnected whenever a server 
needs to “hit the road”.

Because the VSWE team works 
on extremely condensed timelines, 
it is also key that equipment used is 
reliable, easy to deploy and main-
tain. Facilis, for instance, provides 
Kehn and his team the flexibility to 
connect to shared storage via fibre 
or Ethernet.

He concluded: “We have a lot 
of users connected to our systems 
at any given time. Maybe six heavy 
users on either fibre or 10Gig cop-
per at any one time and our pro-
ducers also connect over Ethernet 
as well. We demand a lot from our 
systems, and don’t have time for 
any problems. The reliability and 
flexibility of the TerraBlock systems 
has been good for us.”
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In order to gain a foothold in the digital world, the transition to digital 
terrestrial television (DTT) is a necessity, rather than an option, for 

broadcasters. Josephine Tan writes more. 

W

the given period, affirms Bernard 
Anthony, CEO of CBS. 

He explains: “The digital revolution 
is spreading rapidly in the global arena 
as viewers are now able to watch what 
they want and where they want. On 
CTN’s part, we are doubling our efforts 
to introduce relevant content to our 
viewers on both our linear channels, 
as well as in Cambodia’s digital space.” 

With multi-screen users on the rise, 
broadcasters have to keep pace with 
the ongoing DTT transition and build 
their services for viewers to watch their 
preferred content at any time, anywhere, 
and on any device. “The market has 
transformed from a mass consumption 
product market into a customised prod-
uct market. This increases the level of 
complexity in the network architecture,” 
says Rémi Beaudouin, VP of marketing 
at Ateme.

For digital services such as video-
on-demand (VoD) and catch-up TV, 
broadcasters are required to encode 
content in several formats to enable con-
tent viewing across different devices. To 
lower Capex and Opex while address-
ing multi-screen viewing, Beaudouin 
suggests creating a single, converged 
headend platform that is monitored 
by a management system. In this way, 

broadcasters are able to manage any 
content formats.

He elaborates: “Broadcasters can 
also benefit from additional savings 
from platform virtualisation, for in-
stance, by migrating from hardware so-
lutions that were based on ASICs (appli-
cation specific integrated circuits) and 
FPGAs (field programmable gate arrays) 
to software-based products. This would 
allow them to introduce new services 
quickly, reduce operational complexity, 
and properly scale data centre resources 
as encoding requirements change.” 

The digital transition is also prompt-
ing broadcasters to consider imple-
menting solutions that would enable 
the migration to be compatible with 
the latest standards, including video 
compression codecs such as MPEG-4 
or HEVC/H.265.

In order to further optimise band-
width and allow broadcasters to launch 
more services, Ateme collaborated 
with a number of cable operators and 
set-top box (STB) vendors last year, to 
introduce the high-efficiency MPEG-2  
(HE-MPEG-2) codec. Designed to be 
compatible with MPEG-2 decoders, the 
HE-MPEG-2 codec eliminates the need 
to change or upgrade devices, according 
to Ateme.

Rohde & Schwarz 
supports S Korean  
ATSC 3.0 broadcast
Last December, Seoul Broadcasting System 
(SBS) of South Korea aired its first 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) broadcast in the ATSC 
3.0 standard. The sporting event, a World 
Cup short-track speed skating race, was 
terrestrially broadcast from the transmitter 
station on Kwanak Mountain, where 
Rohde & Schwarz installed a liquid-cooled 
R&S THU9 transmitter system. Following 
the successful broadcast, SBS has 
announced that it plans to use Rohde & 
Schwarz technology to set up a terrestrial 
TV network to broadcast the 2018 Winter 
Olympics in Pyeongchang in 4K/UHD.

TeamCast releases  
Dual VYPER

DTT transition 
opens new window 

of opportunity

hen it comes to the transition to DTT, only 
five countries in the Asia-Pacific region 
— Japan, South Korea, Australia, New 
Zealand and Mongolia — have completed 
the analogue switch-off (ASO). 

Particularly for public broadcasters, 
this is an “alarmingly low” progression, 
and will hinder their ability to compete 
in the current media marketplace, warns  
Dr Amal Punchihewa, director, tech-
nology and innovation of Asia-Pacific 
Broadcasting Union (ABU). 

Following the changes in consumers’ 
viewing habits and the variety of platforms 
that have been made accessible to them,  
Dr Amal urges broadcasters to commence 
the digital switchover (DSO) quickly 
before they risk losing their audiences to 
other digital platforms.

He tells APB: “If we delay the access to 
digital media via DTT, audiences will look 
for alternative access methods to consume 
digital content. Broadcasters can only 
enjoy the true benefits of DTT married 
to broadband when the DTT transition 
is completed.”

In Cambodia,  the Ministr y of 
Information has laid the roadmap for 
the country’s DSO, which is planned to 
commence next year, and be completed 
by 2023. One local broadcaster working 
closely on the government’s initiative is 
Cambodian Broadcasting Services (CBS). 
As the network oper ator for Cambodia 
Television Network (CTN), Cambodia 
News Channel (CNC) and MyTV, CBS 
will abide with the government mandate of 
switching from analogue to digital during  

❝If we delay the 
access to digital 
media via DTT, 
audiences will look 
for alternative 
access methods to 

consume digital content.❞ 
— Dr Amal Punchihewa,  
Director, Technology and Innovation, 
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union (ABU)

❝We are doubling our efforts to 
introduce relevant content to our 
viewers on both our linear channels, as 
well as in Cambodia’s digital space.❞ 
— Bernard Anthony, CEO,  
Cambodian Broadcasting Services (CBS)
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TeamCast has launched Dual VYPER, 
which offers two high-end modulators in 
a compact package. With two modulators 
hosted into a single 1RU rack, Dual VYPER 
is designed for high-density applications 
such as DSNG trucks and large teleports, 
and is based on the third-generation 
VYPER platform. Dual VYPER supports 
DVB-S/S2/S2X and DVB-DSNG modes and 
codes, including 64 APSK modes and 5% 
roll-off values, and also offers IF and RF 
outputs, as well as insertion of CID data.

Designed as a scalable stream processing solution for broadcast, cable, satellite, OTT and 
network applications, Ateme’s Titan Mux can be incorporated into existing headend systems 
to support digital turnaround services.
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Beaudouin adds: “HE-MPEG-2  
enables broadcasters to increase 
their mux density by 30% without 
compromising video quality, or 
maintain their current line-up 
while reducing the mux bitrate 
to enable operators [in the US] to 
join the Federal Communications 
Commission reverse auction bid.”

In Asia, the speed of digital 
transition reflects each country’s 
specific economic situation, politi-
cal rationale and goals, resulting in 
different business models, oper-
ational designs and technical solu-
tions required by each operator. 

While the DSO may be largely 
driven by frequency re-allocation, 
broadcasters will also be able to 
provide more services, such as 
higher resolution video, more inter-
active services, new pay-per-view 
platforms, and be presented with 
more choices to create and program 
multiple digital sub-channels.

James  Chance,  reg iona l 
manager, Asia-Pacific, Bridge 
Technologies, says: “While a pri-
mary goal of every broadcaster in 
the region will thus be to maintain 
and encourage the use of DTT 
broadcast services to their large 
markets, a secondary goal will be 
one of flexibility.

NEC Corporation has signed a contract 
with the Philippines’ People’s Television 
Network (PTNI) to provide support for 
the introduction of digital terrestrial TV 
transmitters and compress multiplexers 
across six locations in the Philippines. 

Scheduled for completion by this July 
across Manila, Baguio, Naga, Guimaras, 

Cebu and Davao, NEC will be responsible 
for the provision and installation of the 
transmitters and multiplexers, as well as the 
training of personnel for PTNI.

Elizabeth Pangan, president of NEC 
Philip pines, said: “NEC is proud to be 
working with PTNI to expand the delivery 
of high-quality broadcasting to a larger 

audience in the Philippines. As part of 
NEC’s focus on providing ‘Solutions for 
Society’, this equipment will ensure that 
broadcasting and access to information is 
reliably maintained, especially during times 
of emergency, such as when powerful storms 
strike the region.”

The Philippines announced the adoption 
of the Integrated Services Digital Broad-
casting Technologies (ISDB-T) standard in 
November 2013.

NEC supports PTNI’s DTT transmission

time. In collaboration with the 
International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU), the ABU has also 
conducted workshops and train-
ing programmes to educate and 
share migration experiences. 

“Broadcasters who are in the 
midst of, or are planning for, the 
transition can also learn from the 
experiences of those who have 
successfully completed the digital 
migration.” 

Acknowledging the impor-
tance of advanced planning, Rich 
Redmond, chief product officer at 
GatesAir, highlights that this will 
allow broadcasters to roll out the 
digital transition in an “organised 
and timely manner”, as network 
site selection is required to lev-
erage single-frequency network 
(SFN) capabilities. Besides offering 
optimal use of spectrum and en-
suring even coverage in advanced 
systems such as ATSC3.0, SFN also 
has the ability to target and localise 
content, says Richmond.

With enhanced DTV stand-
ards such as DVB-T2 and ATSC 
3.0 now offering more improve-
ments over preceding DTT stand-
ards, Redmond is confident that 
the Asia-Pacific region is in an “ex-
cellent position” to take advantage 
of these enhancements. One such 

improvement is the development 
of HEVC/H.265, which is capable 
of delivering higher picture quality 
at lower data rates. 

He concludes: “Deploying sys-
tems that deliver content to con-
sumers when and where they want 
to view is key. Broadcasters should 
therefore look for products that 
offer simple upgradeability via soft-
ware, optimise energy effi ciency, 
and offer modular designs that are 
simple to implement and maintain.

“Apart from this, the terrestrial 
network should have good cover-
age to ensure that broadcasters are 
able to reach the mass population, 
especially in large cities where 
proper design is required to ensure 
consistent indoor coverage, which 
will effectively target small receiv-
ing devices.”

Moving forward, when broad-
casters have completed the DTT 
transition, they could potentially 
exploit the benefits of digital to 
improve the viewing experience, 
and the quality of experience 
(QoE) of the medium that they 
are delivering. 

To improve the QoE, qual-
ity and performance monitoring 
would be key operational process-
es, as it encourages viewer numbers 
and develop operational flexibility, 

says Bridge Technologies’ Chance. 
With an optimised monitoring 
solution, broadcasters would be 
able to have access to key measures 
of an audience’s QoE, thus ensur-
ing viewers’ confidence in a video 
service operator, its content and 
the social, political and business 
messages contained therein.

Chance continues: “It’s not 
just about ensuring operational 
efficiencies, but also enabling 
the productivities and creativi-
ties necessary for engineers to 
continually design and redesign 
their architecture to meet chang-
ing requirements, and introduce 
services to support new devices, 
new viewer interface technologies 
or distribution mechanisms.”

Going digital will also allow 
broadcasters to fully derive the 
benefits of emerging technologies, 
including high dynamic range 
(HDR), which can be potentially 
incorporated into digital work-
flows to build an enhanced view-
ing experience.

Having initiated efforts to 
encourage the embrace of IP for 
live media productions in Asia, 
the ABU will also continue its 
efforts to allow broadcasters to 
understand in more details the 
cost benefit IP may bring to live 
productions.

Dr Amal concludes: “Globally, 
broadcasters are addressing the 
issue of interoperability and devel-
oping open standards for IP con-
nectivity in live studio environ-
ments. In 2017, we could observe 
some broadcasters introducing 
IP in their infrastructure along-
side SDI. This hybrid operation 
will mature with the acceptance 
of open standards in the live IP 
environment.” 

❝In the medium to long term, a 
successful [digital] transition will 
require the ability to implement 
flexible video processing systems, 
distribution networks and 
operational processes that can 

support this changing environment.❞ 
— James Chance, Regional Manager, Asia-Pacific,  
Bridge Technologies

❝The terrestrial network should 
have good coverage to allow 
broadcasters to reach the mass 
population, especially in large 
cities where consistent indoor 
coverage is required as it will 
effectively target small receiving devices.❞ 

— Rich Redmond, Chief Product Officer, GatesAir

“In the medium to long term, 
a successful transition will require 
the ability to implement flexible 
video processing systems, distri-
bution networks and operational 
processes that can support this 
changing environment.” 

Despite the maturity and avail-
ability of over-the-air terrestrial 
technologies, standards and prod-
ucts, some countries are uncon-
vinced with adopting current 
DTT technologies — preferring 
to instead wait for the next-gen-
eration transmission technology 
or standard.

This, according to the ABU’s Dr 
Amal, is one of the key factors that 
is hindering the DTT transition in 
Asia. Other considerations include 
the lack of commitment from gov-
ernments, less demand for DTT 
from audiences due to alternative 
media access methods, and lack of 
corporation among stakeholders. 

To speed up the transition,  
Dr Amal recommends that broad-
casters collaborate and work on 
a practical plan in rolling out a 
successful digital migration. He 
continues: “The ABU has prepared 
a digital strategy and assistance to 
its members to achieve a success-
ful transition within a reasonable 

Dino Apolonio (left), general manager, People’s Television Network, and Elizabeth Pangan, president, 
NEC Philippines, at the contract signing ceremony to announce NEC supplying, delivering and 
commissioning ISDB-T transmitters and headend system for the Philippines TV network.
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Telstra delivers ace for Perform Group

HD Broadcast upgrades 
mobile production truck 
with Riedel’s MediorNet

Three MediorNet Compact Pro frames and six Riedel MicroN high-density media distribution network devices are connected over 
a 10Gbps optical fibre network to create a fully redundant, decentralised routing matrix for the HD1 mobile production truck.

expenses, resulting in “significant 
cost savings”.

“MediorNet gives our custom-
ers tremendous freedom to build 
sophisticated media infrastruc-
tures. In addition to full video rout-
er functionality, MediorNet offers 
powerful signal transport and inte-
grated processing features such as 
embedding/de-embedding, frame 
storage, frame sync, a test pattern 
generator, and sample rate conver-
sion,” said Olivier Görts, broadcast 
sales manager, Riedel Commu-
nications. “With the integration 
of MediorNet, HD Broadcast has 
strengthened its commitment to 
mobile, flexible productions and is 
well equipped for the future.”

HD Broadcast’s OB HD1 truck 
has covered a wide range of live 
events, including Bundesliga  
(Germany’s football league) games 
for Sportcast, Sky and ARD, and 
concert productions such as the 
performance by Marius Müller-
Western hagen for MTV Unplugged.

HD Broadcast, a German provider 
of live production and outside 
broadcasting (OB) services, has up-
graded its HD1 mobile production 
truck with Riedel Communications’ 
MediorNet real-time network. 

Three MediorNet Compact 
Pro frames and six Riedel MicroN 
high-density media distribution 
network devices are connected 
over a 10Gbps optical fibre net-
work to create a fully redundant, 
decentralised routing matrix.

Working in combination with 
HD Broadcast’s existing Riedel  
Artist digital matrix intercom 
system, the highly scalable new  
MediorNet infrastructure combines 
fully integrated signal transport, 
routing and processing with “pris-
tine communications”, reported 
HD Broadcast.

“We are very impressed with the 
flexibility and interoperability that 
MediorNet, MicroN and Artist offer 
us. With their outstanding qual-
ity and reliability, these solutions  

The Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) is deploying IMT’s microLite HD 
transmitter for wireless multi-camera broadcasts.

IMT enables wireless  
multi-camera broadcasts
When James Bober, assistant  
director/chief engineer of RIT Pro-
duction Services at the Rochester 
Institute of Technology (RIT) in 
New York, USA, needed a wireless 
broadcast solution for his multi-
camera broadcasts for hockey, 
campus events, graduations and 
concerts, he turned to the micro-
Lite HD system from Integrated 
Microwave Technologies (IMT).

Bober deploys microLite in 
a variety of ways, including in-
stalling it on a camera boom lift 
during graduation ceremonies, 
and mounting it on cameras for 
cutaways during hockey games 
on the team benches and in the 
locker room.

One of RIT’s biggest uses for 
microLite is also for the produc-
tion of RIT hockey through its 
award-winning SportsZone Live 
broadcasts. “RIT is a division one 
hockey team, and what prompted 
the purchase of the microLite this 
year was that we started a new 
SportsZone Live pre-game show,” 
Bober explained. 

“This half-hour show before 
the game is being broadcast 

across the North-east through 
Time Warner Cable and online 
via Internet streams, so we re-
ally needed a reliable wireless 
broadcast system.”

The microLite HD transmitter 
is a portable system of wireless 
camera transmission links for high-
quality video applications of up 
to one-mile (1.6km) line-of-sight 
(LOS). Operating in the standard 
2K DVB-T COFDM mode, the H.264 
encoder also supports the main 
profile of the H.264 standard.

The primary reason for choos-
ing microLite over available sys-
tems, Bober further revealed, 
comes down to its expandability 
and versatility. 

“IMT has its diversity series of 
new receivers and antenna array 
systems. My intent is ultimately to 
use that same transmitter and re-
ceiver, along with additional anten-
nas, to be able to expand beyond a 
portable set-up and to potentially 
equip the campus so that a wireless 
camera can pretty much be used 
anywhere on campus. IMT has the 
capabilities that allow me to do just 
that,” he concluded.

have set the market standard for 
future-proof networking,” said 
Constantin Novotny, CEO of HD 
Broadcast. 

“MediorNet’s integrated signal 
management has enabled us to 
deploy decentralised router capa-
bilities with distributed system 
intelligence — an ideal foundation 
on which to move towards an IP-
based networking infrastructure 
and support future 4K/Ultra HD 
(UHD) productions.”

HD Broadcast completed the 
networking upgrade of OB HD1 in 
only three days, thanks to Medior-
Net’s ease of integration, said Riedel,  
adding that the new Medior Net-
based network infrastructure gives 
the production truck “greater flex-
ibility and significantly increased 
capacity” through higher band-
width and additional connectivity 
options. 

The fibre-based network also 
allows HD Broadcast to mini-
mise cabling, set-up and logistics  

Digital sports content and media group 
Perform has awarded Telstra with a six-year, 
multi-million-dollar deal for the delivery 
of a global media network solution for the 
Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) series 
of tournaments.

According to Telstra, the special events 
agreement is the largest media broadcast 
deal since Telstra Broadcast Services was es-
tablished. It also ties in with Perform Group’s 
recently announced 10-year partnership 
with WTA — which, at US$525 million, is the 
largest in the history of women’s sports — 
to create WTA Media, the tour’s dedicated 
media arm.

Telstra’s deal with Perform will span 
47 rolling live global WTA events this 
year, including the Brisbane International,  

St Petersburg Ladies Trophy, Miami Open 
and WTA Finals in Singapore, and will 
increase to more than 50 tournaments by  
2020.

Telstra will utilise its network of global 
submarine fibre cable, satellite teleports, 
broadcast operations centres in Australia, 
Asia, Europe and the US, as well as its global 
field services teams, to transmit live WTA 
tournament video and audio content across 
the globe to Perform’s diverse points-of-
presence. 

The broadcast solution will deploy  
Telstra’s Global Media Network and Special 
Events offering, which provides simple and 
efficient delivery of live and file-based video 
content by combining Telstra’s network and 
broadcast expertise into one solution.

In a first for women’s tennis, Telstra 
will also deliver multiple simultaneous live 
feeds from concurrent WTA tournaments, 
enabling audiences to view greater amounts 
of high-quality live tennis content than in 
previous tournament years.

Having commenced the year-round 
WTA 2017 schedule at the Brisbane Inter-
national in January this year, Telstra will 
support more than 2,600 hours of live WTA 
coverage throughout the year, reported 
David Burns, Telstra’s acting group executive 
for global enterprise and services.

He added: “Supporting an event of 
WTA’s global scale is a step-change for 
Telstra Broadcast Services and reaffirms 
the value of Telstra’s global reach and 
broadcast expertise as a top-tier service 

provider. Expanding our presence in this 
market remains a key priority for Telstra’s 
global enterprise and services business, 
and Telstra is investing heavily to bring the 
best solutions and technology to market for 
broadcast customers.”

In addition to the WTA solution, Telstra 
has also signed a contract with Perform 
Group for core global network solutions, 
thus strengthening Telstra’s partnership with 
Perform Group into the future.

The WTA partnership, concluded Dom 
Wedgwood, Perform Group’s director of 
content operations, enables the delivery of 
more WTA matches to more clients glob-
ally, and also brings “significant benefits” as  
Perform Group continues to grow its  
Perform Sports Cloud solution.
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NDI supports IP network 
for broadcast students
To provide live coverage of a mock presi-
dential election, students at Penn-Trafford 
High School delivered live video over a 
standard IP network, supported by New-
Tek’s Network Device Interface (NDI) 
technology. The video production system, 
said teacher Steve Vinton, allowed students 
to send video wirelessly across the school’s 
network to a NewTek TriCaster multi-cam-
era video production system equipped with 
Advanced Edition software. The students 
were then able to incorporate audio and 
video sources from anywhere on a local IP 
network into their video productions.

Yospace live streams 
Mobile World Congress

Delivering advanced 
TV services with 

HbbTV

The concept of Hybrid Broadcast Broad-
band TV (HbbTV) is essentially one of 
harmonising the broadcast and broadband 
delivery of entertainment services to con-
sumers through connected TVs, set-top 
boxes (STBs) and multi-screen devices.

Upon closer scrutiny, however, HbbTV 
has evolved to be a key technology under-
lying a modern digital TV system, suggests 
DVB chairman Peter MacAvock. “HbbTV 
is just a platform,” he tells APB. “But the 
broadcast community that relies on open 
standards and horizontal markets is in the 
process of moving to online platforms in 
addition to its core linear broadcast offer-
ing. Thus, HbbTV has come at the right 
time, and with the right stakeholders, has 
delivered, broadly, on time.”

MacAvock is also head of delivery, 
platforms and services at the European 
Broadcasting Union’s (EBU) Technology 

❝EBU member public service 
broadcasters tend to be the 
champions of HbbTV in their 
respective markets, largely 
because they believe that HbbTV 
is an important part of their online 
strategies … Asia promises to be the 
next big market for HbbTV.❞

 — Peter MacAvock, Chairman, DVB
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The Mobile World Congress 2017, which is 
held in Barcelona from February 27-March 
2, is streaming two Live TV channels as part 
of its conference programme. Yospace’s 
encoders are preparing the live feeds for 
delivery across iOS, Android and Web 
browsers. Additionally, its live to video-on-
demand (VoD) service captures programmes 
as they are broadcast and automatically 
makes them available for catch-up within 
minutes of ending. Pre-roll promotions can 
also be applied to the new VoD assets using 
Yospace’s advanced server-side stitching 
platform.

In an age of 
multi-screen 

viewing, HbbTV 
is providing a 

timely platform 
for broadcasters 

to offer OTT 
content on top 

of linear TV.  
Shawn Liew 

reports.

and Innovation department.
The EBU, he reminds, has long 

been a supporter of HbbTV, and was 
instrumental in setting up the HbbTV 
organisation in 2009. By then, the first 
HbbTV specification had already been 
completed, MacAvock recalls, with 
the original premise of providing a  
browser-based experience for hybrid 
TVs.

Back then, there was concern 
that those developing applications 
for proprietary hybrid TV platforms 
were increasingy unprepared to sup-
port multiple platforms; instead, a 
standardised and open system avail-
able across all vendors would be more 
beneficial. 

In this regard, nothing has changed, 
even as HbbTV becomes increas-
ingly important, says MacAvock, who  

elaborates: “Broadband’s invasion of 
the modern living room continues, and 
HbbTV has adapted to suit changing 
market requirements by incorporat-
ing second-screen synchronisation 
(linking a phone or tablet to a TV set’s 
events and vice versa), the concept 
of operator applications, and indeed 
facilitating a light client for running 
IPTV.”

HbbTV is now into its fourth 
version with HbbTV 2.0.1, with the 
release last December of Test Suite 
version 9.0, another “important step” 
towards enhancing inter operability of 
HbbTV products. 

It will also enable manufacturers 
and TV platforms to improve services 
and offer advanced interactive fea-
tures to consumers, says the HbbTV 
Asso ciation, which today comprises 
84 members across the HbbTV eco-
system, including recent mergers with 
the Open IPTV Forum and the Smart 
TV Alliance.

In Europe, at least, HbbTV is ubiq-
uitous, and is available in essentially 
all connected TV sets, according to 
MacAvock. “EBU member public ser-
vice broadcasters tend to be the cham-
pions of HbbTV in their respective 
markets, largely because they believe 
that HbbTV is an important part of 
their online strategies.”

Italy and the UK are the latest to jump 
onto Europe’s HbbTV bandwagon,  

While yet to enjoy widespread deployments in Asia-Pacific, Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp’s Toggle Red 
Button service is an example of how HbbTV can allow broadcasters to offer advanced TV services. 
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With the aim of standardising the adop-
tion of Ethernet to transport A/V signals 
in professionals A/V environments, six 
companies have come together to form 
the software-defined video-over-Ethernet 
(SDVoE) Alliance.

Consisting of AptoVision, Aquantia, 
Christie Digital, Netgear, Sony and ZeeVee, 
the SDVoE Alliance will also work towards 
creating an ecosystem around SDVoE 
technology that allows software to define 
A/V applications, as well as cost-effective 
architectures for A/V signal distribution 

using Ethernet switches.  
With the formation of the SDVoE  

Alliance, the idea of AV/IT convergence 
can become reality, suggested Justin Ken-
nington, president of the SDVoE Alliance. 

“The SDVoE Alliance and its technol-
ogy finally provide the platform that is 
necessary to enable it,” he explained. 
“Using 10Gb Ethernet hardware to move 
video with flawless quality and zero latency 
is only the beginning. The creation of a 
software platform enables the develop-
ment of whole new classes of applications  

not yet conceived.”
At last month’s Integrated Systems  

Europe 2017 in Amsterdam, the Nether-
lands, the SDVoE made its debut with 
a series of demonstrations showcasing 
what SDVoE technology is capable of  
delivering. 

These include a “full stack solution” for 
AV-over-IP, zero-latency 4K60 over Ether-
net, 4K60 with high dynamic range (HDR), 
an application development platform, and 
A/V processing with simple controls. 

Toru Suzuki, deputy senior general 

manager, B2B (business-to-business)  
segment business division, professional 
solutions and services group, Sony, said: 
“High image quality and low transport 
latency are both required in the B2B 
field, and we expect SDVoE technology 
to enable an ideal AV-over-IP product  
solution. 

“By incorporating SDVoE’s high-band-
width, processing flexibility and long-
distance connectivity, our latest display 
systems are able to create immersive 
experiences more flexibly.” 

with the former coordinating a 
move away from the Multimedia 
Home Platform (MHP) standard 
to HbbTV. The latter, mean-
while, will move beyond legacy 
MHEG technology (MHEG-5) 
to industry-wide adoption of 
HbbTV 2.0.1.

This is a strategy that the UK 
public broadcaster BBC intends 
to follow, in time for equipment 
manufacturers to build HbbTV 
into 2018 product cycles. 

The BBC will remove the 
MHEG requirement from the 
‘BBC Interactive HTML applica-
tion’ specification, and work with 
industry partners to align other 
specifications such as the D-Book 
owned by the DTG (Digital TV 
Group), and the Freeview Play 
specification and Trade Mark 
License framework managed by 
Digital UK and Freeview.

The BBC also believes that 
support for HbbTV 2.0.1 ad-
dresses the feedback received to 
date from manufacturers and bal-
ances the needs of audiences, and 
will drive the industry forward, 
providing a better environment 
for UK free-to-air services.

Agreeing that HbbTV is be-
coming increasingly important, 
Shad Hashmi, VP, digital devel-
opment, global markets and op-
eration at BBC Worldwide Asia, 
tells APB: “The way we watch TV 
is changing. We now talk about  

second, third and even fourth 
screens. Offering a complete ex-
perience on the one ‘big screen’ 
destination makes intuitive sense. 
Let’s see if the audience agrees.”

Audiences’ attention and, ar-
guably, imaginations are now 
increasingly being captured by 
video streaming services such as 
Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. 
The issue for both, says the EBU’s 
MacAvock, is having to develop 
and maintain individual platforms 
for each of the TV set vendors on 
which they want to appear. 

This, he points out, is exactly 
the problem that HbbTV set out to 
address, and thus far, successfully. 
With over-the-top (OTT) becom-
ing increasingly popular around 
the world — in Europe and Asia-
Pacific alike — HbbTV is providing 
an open platform for broadcasters 
and content providers to deploy 
attractive OTT content. 

“In the true sense of the word, 
HbbTV prides itself on its broad-
cast heritage, affording a set of 
enhanced services on top of linear 
TV,” MacAvock continues. “Of 
course, the modern HbbTV isn’t 
just triggered by a linear broadcast, 
and this is being exploited by many 
in the European market.”

In January this year, the HbbTV 
Association also announced a Re-
quest for Proposals (RfP) for the 
creation of a reference application 
for online streaming of DRM  

SDVoE brings convergence to A/V signal distribution

(digital rights management)-
protected video to HbbTV TV sets 
and STBs.

Through this initiative, HbbTV 
aims to make it easier for broad-
casters and content providers to 
monetise content in the HbbTV 
ecosystem by providing a known 
working application with con-
tent that they can use as a model 
for their own services, says the 
HbbTV Association.

While HbbTV may not be as 
widely deployed in Asia-Pacific 
as it is in Europe, this is likely 
to change as the region’s digital 
switchover nears completion, and 
as Internet infrastructures begin to 
be built up, suggests David Mouen, 
senior market manager, broadcast 
at Harmonic. 

Describing HbbTV as “the 
component within the DVB frame-
work that enables inter activity”, 
he says: “Most Asian countries 
selected DVB-T2 as the standard 
for digital terrestrial televison 
(DTT) services. Utilising HbbTV, 
broadcasters have an opportunity 
to deliver a hybrid broadcast and 
broadband service, and compete 
against online video services pro-
viders like Netflix.”

Some notable current HbbTV 
deployments in Asia-Pacific in-
clude FreeviewPlus in both Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, while 
Singapore terrestrial broadcaster 
Mediacorp is offering its Toggle 
Red Button service. Powered by 
HbbTV, the Toggle Red But-
ton service brings together live 
broadcast TV and Toggle’s —  
Mediacorp’s OTT service —  
catalogue of VoD services into a  

“single, seamless environment”, as 
Mediacorp describes.

Mediacorp’s Toggle Red Button 
service is a prime example of how 
broadcasters can use HbbTV to 
deliver a variety of advanced TV 
services, according to Mouen. 
These, he details, include linear 
streaming, non-linear offerings 
such as start-over, catch-up TV 
and VoD, as well as targeted 
advertising, gaming, voting and 
emergency messaging.

He continues: “With regards to 
linear streaming, HbbTV enables 
broadcasters to take advantage 
of broadband capacity to deliver 
secondary channels, temporary 
channels and live events, saving 
costs on over-the-air spectrum.”

Another key benefit offered 
by HbbTV, Mouen believes, is 
how it allows broadcasters to 
have more insightful monitoring 
and analysis of their audiences, 
while HbbTV advertising can 
potentially open up new avenue 
revenues for broadcasters. “For 
instance, broadcasters can deliver 
the same TV programme with a 
different ad for households with 
various profiles, improving their 
monetisation of the ad inventory,” 
he explains.

As a company, Harmonic has 
supported, and will continue 
to support, future versions of 
HbbTV. This is manifested in 
developments that include video-
quality enhancements, video-
compression optimisation, as well 
as HEVC/H.265 and AVC/H.264 
compression improvements. 
These will all make OTT delivery 
more efficient and, therefore, will  

❝The way we watch TV is 
changing. We now talk about 
second, third and even fourth 
screens. Offering a complete 
experience on the one ‘big 
screen’ destination makes 
intuitive sense. Let’s see if the 
audience agrees.❞

 — Shad Hashmi, VP, Digital Development,  
Global Markets and Operation, BBC Worldwide Asia

enable more HbbTV deployments, 
Mouen concludes.

For broadcasters looking to 
start HbbTV deployments in 
Asia-Pacific, the EBU’s MacAvock  
relates Europe’s experiences, 
where, initially, leading applica-
tions for HbbTV were based on 
enhanced informational services, 
catch-up TV and the notable 
addi tion of events linked to a 
main broadcast event. 

“Typically, large sporting 
events offer an opportunity to 
follow less popular sports, or 
matches, via HbbTV,” he notes.

Or perhaps, HbbTV offers a 
chance for the brave to launch 
new services, as Polish public 
broadcaster TVP demonstrated 
in 2015 when launching trial 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) OTT services. 
According to MacAvock, TVP, 
via HbbTV, was able to deliver 
immersive object-based audio 
and 4K/UHD pictures over the 
Internet to customers with TV sets 
capable of receiving the service. 

Critically, TVP was able to 
do this without having to disrupt 
their mainstream services. Citing 
the TVP trial as one to emulate, 
MacAvock adds: “Many in the 
EBU feel that HbbTV will be the 
main vehicle for the delivery of 
4K/UHD services to customers in 
the short term.”

In the long term, HbbTV is a 
partnership between the key stake-
holders in the industry, he empha-
sises. These include broadcasters, 
consumer electronics providers, 
network operators and technology 
vendors, collectively providing the 
requirements to produce a good 
specification.

“But it’s all about the services,” 
MacAvock says. “We at the EBU 
have focused on pushing the pub-
lic service media organisations to 
deploy HbbTV services, exploiting 
the platform, and encouraging 
others to adopt it.”

“Asia promises to be the next 
big market for HbbTV, and we will 
work with our sister union — the 
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union 
(ABU) — to provide the neces-
sary forums for exchanging best 
practices.”  

Another HbbTV deployment in Asia-Pacific is FreeviewPlus New Zealand, which 
brings together broadcast content from live channels and on-demand content from 
Television New Zealand (TVNZ), Maori Television and Mediaworks.
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Glodina Lostanlen is CMO at  
Imagine Communications.

Mark Moore is Director of Sales, 
APAC, Dejero.

Understanding the 
difference between 
cloud-native and  
cloud-enabled

First question: “Is the applica-
tion based on a microservices 
architecture?” 
If the application is based on micro
services, a buyer can be assured 
that it is cloudnative (but also ca
pable of running in onpremises or 
hybrid environments). The reason 
behind this is that a micro services 
approach to application develop
ment is a deconstruction of mono
lithic appli cation design. 

An application based on micro
services is composed of small, 
mostly autonomous components 
that often perform a specific func
tion or capability, such as encryp
tion or compression. A cloud 
native application may be com
posed of multiple microservices 
that interact through a shared 
fabric. A major advantage of micro
services over monolithic design is 
the ability to troubleshoot, monitor 
and update on a servicebyservice 
basis, rather than dealing with the 
entire application.

Second question: “Does the ap-
plication support continuous 
software delivery?” 
Continuous software delivery, or 
innovation, is a more formal way 
of describing how cloudnative ap
plications can remain perpetually 
updated. The component nature 
of an application that was born in 
the cloud makes it possible for me
dia companies or their vendors to 

continuously improve their oper
ations with the latest technology 
and advanced features.

Continuous software delivery 
is all about being able to aug
ment applications with the latest 
technology without requiring a 
wholesale upgrade. If a technology 
vendor explains that support for 
a popular fileconversion option, 
for example, will not be available 
until after the next upgrade cycle, 
chances are that application is still 
dwelling in the cloudenabled 
realm.

Third question: “How long have 
you, Mr Supplier, been talking 
about SDN and cloud?”
Designing and developing cloud
native applications does not hap
pen overnight and an authentic 
cloudnative application is likely 
the result of years of extensive 
research and development. Unless 
there is strong evidence that a 
technology supplier has been 
walking down the softwareena
bled, IPbased road for at least a 
couple of years, then it is very un
likely that it has made it far enough 
along the path to have completed 
a significant shift to the cloud. 

Whether a broadcaster has 
already started down the path 
of shifting its operations to a 
softwarecentric model or is in the 
early planning stages of doing so, 
knowing the differences between 
cloudnative and cloudenabled is 
the first fundamental step to secur
ing the future of the business. And 
it is also important to stress that, 
ultimately, the cloud, whether pri
vate or public, is not for everyone. 

As with migrating operations 
to IP, broadcasters should rely on 
business objectives to determine 
how and when they embrace the 
cloud.

MegaFon.TV, an overthetop 
(OTT) service offered by Russian 
telecom and mobile operator 
MegaFon, was relaunched at the 
end of 2015 as part of an extended 
subscriber offering.

Powered by a suite of video 
processing and delivery solutions 
from Elemental Technologies, 
MegaFon.TV is now available 
across multiple platforms, includ
ing mobile, Web and Smart TV, and 
offers a combination of subscrip
tion and videoondemand (VoD) 
solutions.

Providing transcoding of VoD 
mezzanine files for MegaFon.
TV is the Elemental Server; the 
Elemental Live encoder provides 
compression of streamed content; 
and the service is also supported 

The cloud, whether 
private or public, is not 
for everyone. As with 
migrating operations 
to IP, broadcasters 

should rely on business 
objectives to determine 

how and when they 
embrace the cloud.

terest in high dynamic range (HDR) 
and extended colour gamut, with 
perhaps higher frame rates on the 
middle horizon. 

What does all this mean? It 
means we have some difficult 
decisions to make when it comes 
to choosing where to invest in 
future technologies. Thanks to ef
forts by bodies such as ASPEN and 
AIMS, there is now a broad range 
of agreement on standards for 
IP, even in live production, which 
makes it practical to move forward. 

But equipment renewal cycles 
mean that broadcasters will move 
to IP in a piecemeal fashion. The 
adoption of IP for the live pro
duction side  — cameras, switch
ers and infrastructure — will be 
slower than that of IP network 
connectivity, because of the current  
inter operability issues, cost and 
complex servicelevel agreements 
that service the IT technology re

In the second 
of a twopart 
series, Glodina 
Lostanlen, 
Imagine 
Communications’ 
CMO, suggests 
the three foolproof questions to ask, 
in order to correctly distinguish the 
‘cloudenabled’ from the ‘cloudnative’ 
application.

A measured approach: 
The shift from SDI to IP

quired (which has a shorter lifespan 
than tradition baseband equip
ment). 

In Japan, for example — a 
country which is pushing 4K/
UHD and 8K ahead of the rest of 
the world — the initial response 
has been to deploy 12Gbps SDI 
instead of IP technology, contrary 
to US broadcasters such as Fox and 
ESPN, who have already taken the 
endtoend IP plunge.

We are likely to have IP islands 
of functionality, and I would argue 
that this is not a bad thing. Where 
IP connectivity can enable a better, 
faster, or even a new way of work
ing, then why would you not seize 
the opportunity?

IP within the media space 
was the first to establish itself in 
pointtopoint signal transport. It 
is ideal for the delivery of finished 
programmes from a producer in 
Hollywood to a broadcaster in 
Kuala Lumpur, for example, or 
overthetop (OTT) services.

In time and in a managed 
transition, the rest of the broadcast 
infrastructure will migrate from SDI 
to IP. While there is no rush to make 
the complete conversion, it makes 
sense to seize the advantages when 
they are valuable, readily available, 
and proven.

With cloudmanaged technol
ogies like that of Dejero’s, which 
are already able to support the 
gradual adoption of IP for facilities 
that currently operate in SDI, and 
future facilities that operate in IP 
only, the shift from SDI will happen. 
Until then, broadcasters can take a 
measured approach.

by mark moore

When it comes to the transition to 
IP for broadcast, there is a lot to be 
said. While commentators may get 
excited by IP and vendors actively 
push the latest products, we should 
move carefully ahead — adopting 
it where it makes sense, and where 
a strong case can be made for it 
in the natural equipment replace
ment cycle. For Asia, in particular, it 
is a different migration path to that 
of HD, which in many cases was 
driven by government mandates.

It is also worth remembering 
that IP is not the only technological 
revolution happening at present. 
With HD now well established, 
there is pressure to move to new 
levels of resolution. 4K/Ultra HD 
(UHD) channels are already ap
pearing, and NHK, at least, will 
be transmitting in 8K by the 2020 
Tokyo Olympics. We also have in

Dejero’s LIVE+family of transmitters use whatever IP connectivity is available, 
including cellular, Wi-Fi and satellite, to deliver signals back to base for 
broadcasters.

OTT service powered by Elemental
by Elemental Delta, which provides 
justintime packaging, wrapping 
video outputs in both MPEG
DASH with WideVine and HLS with 
Verimatrix rights management.

Andrey Kushnarev, head of 
video streaming at MegaLabs, the 
development division of MegaFon, 
said: “With Elemental’s solution, we 
have created a reliable and scalable 
OTT platform that enables us to 
seamlessly support the expecta
tions of our expanding user base.

“It has proven its effectiveness 
during our three major seasonal 
advertising promotions that gen
erated a huge increase in simul
taneous connections to our OTT 
platform.”

This, he concluded, has allowed 
MegaFon to “significantly extend” 

its number of paid subscriptions, 
and to provide customers with a 
constant OTT stream quality at 
any time.
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Akamai provides a different 
perspective to remote 
application access
Akamai has introduced Enterprise 
Application Access, which is 
designed to provide enterprises 
with a new way to simplify re-
mote and third-party application 
access while increasing organisa-
tions’ security posture.

Clientless, cloud-based and 
incorporating technology re-
ceived as part of Akamai’s recent 
acquisition of Soha Systems, 
a provider of cloud-based se-
cure remote access solutions, 
Enterprise Application Access 
addresses the limitations of tra-
ditional remote access. 

This is achieved by offering 
a new approach to providing 
access to applications hosted 
in corporate data centres or 
hybrid cloud environments, and 
provides an alternative to tradi-
tional remote and third-party 
access technologies such as vir-
tual VPNs, RDP (remote desktop 
protocol) and proxies. 

With Enterprise Application 
Access, applications are hidden 
from the Internet and public 
exposure. Its “dial-out” cloud 
architecture allows closing of all 
inbound firewall ports while per-
mitting authenticated end-users 
to access only specific, authorised 

applications. 
Enterprise Application Access 

integrates data path protection, 
identity access, application secu-
rity, and management visibility 
and control into a single, cloud-
based service. Users can use the 
capabilities native to Enterprise 
Application Access or choose 
to integrate with previously de-
ployed systems. 

The service is also designed 
to be deployed in minutes in any 
network environment through a 
unified portal, with a single point 
of control. 

Christina Richmond, pro-
gramme director, security ser-
vices at market intelligence firm 
IDC, said: “Accessing enterprise 
applications can be cumber-
some and risky where mobile 
first, third-party stakeholders, 
and lateral movement attacks 
are the norm. 

“A new, simple, cloud-based 
access approach focused on ap-
plications and identity is required 
to deal with the impact of the 
third platform. IDC identified 
this cloud perimeter approach 
early on and Akamai’s Enterprise 
Application Access is one such 
approach.”

Providing the content that viewers 
want to watch, no matter what it 
is, or how dated it is, has proved to 
be an effective video-on-demand 
(VoD) strategy for Hong Kong 
commercial broadcaster TVB.

On TVB.com, a subsidiary of 
TVB, programming from TVB 
channels and external sources is 
ingested and stored on a video 
server for linear broadcast and 
replay TV, on an origin server for 
VoD delivery, or both.

The origin server, said TVB.com, 
plays a “big role” in the working 
of its VoD service, providing the 
storage performance, resiliency 
and always-on operation to make  
TVB.com’s growing library of con-
tent to be made available on-
demand to a diverse and rapidly 
working customer base.

Rex Ching, head of technical 
engineering for TVB.com, said: 
“TVB.com’s market leadership in 
VoD depends on giving our sub-
scribers a wide and ever-growing 
variety of content that is instantly 
accessible from a single platform.”

The Alliance for IP Media Solutions 
(AIMS) has added the IS-04 speci-
fication to its roadmap.

IS-04, said AIMS, will bring 
“critical uniformity” to the use of 
video, audio and ancillary data on 
a network of devices, and is impor-
tant in defining how IP-enabled 
devices can discover each other 
and connect compatible IP streams 
as part of a workflow. 

IS-04, added AIMS, also auto-
mates that process, making discov-
ery and connection more fluid than 
in a conventional SDI environment.

Michaeal Cronk, chairman of 
AIMS, said: “IS-04 provides the next 
level of interoperability beyond 
transporting data. By adding it 
to our roadmap, AIMS is not just 
advocating for protocols related 
to video, audio and data transport, 
but for protocols that determine 
how multi-vendor solutions can 
create seamless interoperable en-
vironments.

“The membership agreed that 
a common approach to managing 

AIMS adopts  
IS-04 spec for IP 
interoperability

discovery and registration was 
important, as such an approach 
provides a clearly defined way 
for SMPTE 2022-6- and SMPTE 
2110-compliant devices to find and 
connect to each other. This allows 
us to leverage the benefits of IT and 
networking technologies to create 
a more flexible and scalable solu-
tion than conventional SDI routing 
systems will allow.”

Formed in December 2015 
and with its number of members 
not exceeding the 50 mark, one 
of AIMS’ key goals is to develop 
a practical, common upgrade 
path from SDI to IP using the 
standards, recommendations and 
technologies that are already be-
ing studied. 

IS-04, AIMS believes, will as-
sist in that effort by providing a 
defined and agreed-upon method 
for devices to discover, register and 
operate with one another as work-
flows change over time — whether 
those changes take place over 
years, months, days, or even hours.

TVB.com grows its VoD library  
with NetApp storage solutions

This led TVB.com to choose 
NetApp FAS Series storage for its 
origin server, as Ching explained: 
“NetApp FAS storage has given 
us the stability, concurrent access, 
scalability and synchronisation 
capability required to satisfy that 
need for our customers and to 
differentiate us from our competi-
tion.”

Although TVB.com adopts a 
two-pronged video delivery opera-
tion for both its linear broadcast 
and VoD platforms, its online VoD 
service presents particular data 
storage challenges, the company 
reports.

Boasting 50 years’ worth of TVB 
content, TVB.com has a VoD library 
of more than 400TB and count-
ing, all stored on its origin server. 
Because the library continues to 
grow by 5%-10% monthly — and 
doubles about every nine months 
— TVB.com has had to constantly 
expand its storage while ensuring 
optimal performance and uptime.

Additionally, among a grow-
ing subscriber base, diverse needs 
present difficulties in predicting 
what and when any given viewer 
chooses to watch. To address this, 
TVB.com ensures that its assets can 
be stored indefinitely and accessed 
quickly, so that high-demand 
content can be propagated to 
chosen CDNs for instant delivery 
to viewers.

TVB.com is also looking to im-
prove its service level agreement 
and protect vital data, through 
tripling storage capacity. The com-
pany is in the process of creating 
another receiving site with separate 
origin servers and a separate set of 
CDNs. As part of this, existing stor-
age infrastructure at the main site 

needs to be constantly in sync with 
the secondary site, said TVB.com.

With these requirements in 
mind, TVB.com decided to imple-
ment NetApp FAS8020 storage for 
its origin server, partly because of 
its IOPS (input/output operations 
per second) performance, par-
ticularly in random I/O scenarios. 
Because this function supports 
multiple applications, TVB.com has 
been able to perform thousands 
of ingest, transcode and delivery 
requests concurrently.

The NetApp ONTAP storage 
operating system, said TVB.com, 
also provides “true non-disruptive” 
operations so that software can 
be easily upgraded, and scale-out 
storage nodes added as needed, 
without having to take the origin 
server cluster offline.

Another key component driv-
ing its VoD service is the NetApp 
ONTAP SnapMirror technology, 
which ensures data replication 
between storage sites. It automati-
cally synchronises storage across 
TVB.com’s two sites as content is 
ingested.

As its VoD service continues to 
expand, TVB.com is convinced that 
NetApp will provide the support 
it needs to ensure reliable ingest, 
transcode, storage and on-demand 
delivery of digital video to hun-
dreds of thousands of devices in 
Hong Kong.

Because its current VoD oper-
ation is built around NetApp FAS 
storage, TVB.com believes that it 
is also achieving “perfect synergy” 
between primary and secondary 
storage sites, and is well positioned 
not only for future growth, but also 
to provide continuous, uninter-
rupted service at present.

Hong Kong’s TVB.com adopts a two-pronged video delivery operation for both its linear broadcast and VoD platforms, with 
NetApp storage technology at the heart of its origin server.
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Migration – birds do it, we Tou-can
Migration is about survival. Lots of things migrate. 
Birds migrate, whales migrate, even humans 
migrate. In fact, historically, migration has been 
recorded as long as 3,000 years ago by ancient Greek 
authors including Homer and Aristotle, and in the 
Book of Job, for species such as storks, turtle doves  
and swallows.

One thing unites all these migrators — the desire 
to survive and prosper in a way that was better than 
before.

For animals, migration carries high costs in 
predation and mortality, including from hunting by 
humans, and threats to migratory birds have grown 
with habitat destruction and disruption.

Which leads me to the broadcast industry.
If you have been around as long as I have, you 

will have no doubt witnessed the migration from 
analogue to serial digital, which was triggered 
by businesses wanting to improve quality, easily 
standardise platforms and save costs. Then, there 
was the migration from SD to HD, triggered by 
engineers who expected viewers wanting to see 
quality improvements. And, of course, to put several 
buzz words in one sentence, the continued migration 
of HD to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) and the use of IP 
delivery, which is being triggered by viewers who 
now want quality over multiple platforms in real 
time.

An example of progress to IP migration is a 
major telco who recently went from a baseband 
ingest workflow in Singapore to an IP routed, 
monitored and delivery solution in Australia. This, 
very cleverly, is one of the first managed IP solutions 
that allows for switching and redundancy while 
enhancing the user experience. That’s real migration 
with real benefits.

So, much like the birds, we have continued to 
evolve and continued to migrate from analogue to 
digital, lower to higher resolution, CRT to flat screen 
plasma and LCD. However, unlike the birds, we do 
not always see the benefits before we start to migrate. 
This poor vision and planning can be very costly. It 
is also something the birds would never do — they 
ensure the food will be there when they migrate; 
so they know, if they make the journey, they will 
survive and prosper.

So what do we need to learn about migration?
Well, I could go on about how SD-SDI 

infrastructure was such a cost saving, how it gave us 
greater flexibility or how demand for HD provided 
improvements in compression algorithms, which 
led to ISPs managing media, and how broadcasters 
used and are using low-cost channels to open up 
new opportunities. Or even how over-the-top (OTT) 
enabled broadcasters to compete on new media 
platforms and how managing delivery to multi-
platforms with analytics is key in the market.

But you probably know all of that.
The thing is, there are lots of technology reasons 

why we could migrate but not always why we should 
migrate.

We must remember that there has to be 
immediate and obvious benefits to the end-user, also 
known as our consumers or our viewers. Otherwise, 
as my giant video disc player will testify, it is 
technology for technology’s sake.

So what can you do to ensure you are identifying 
all the right benefits that will help you migrate 
successfully?

Well, make sure all of your technology and SI 
partners are experienced, not just in broadcasting 
but also in all the associated markets that are now 

part of our spectrum, including IT and telecoms.
Partner with companies that understand your 

business and can provide you with a competitive 
advantage through the timely adoption of innovation 
with minimal risk of disruption, and who can de-risk 
your first-mover advantage. Partner with companies 
and organisations that can help safely take you to 
where your competitors have not gone yet.

But do not lose sight of your past and what made 
you successful then — leverage that in moving to 
your future unique value proposition. Ultimately, 
you are only as good as your offerings, solutions, 
your people’s knowledge and how they bring this to 
bear on your customers to produce better outcomes 
for them.

So, in short, migrate 
because it will make life 
better. Migrate because it 
makes sense and migrate 
with the best possible 
planning, vision and help. 
This way, we can prove to 
the storks, turtle doves and 
swallows that Toucan (two 
can) play at that game. q

PATRICK SO
Director – Asia 
Operations,
Magna 
Systems and 
Engineering

  





IP 
Delivered.
Making the Complex Simple

SAM is at the forefront of 
developments in IP with products 
that work today in the SDI domain 
and allow expansion into the 
IP world without excessive risk 
or substantial upgrades. Our 
switchers, routers, infrastructure  
and playout systems are all 
available with IP interfaces 
supporting both uncompressed 
(SMPTE 2022-6 and VSF TR-03) and 
a range of compression formats, 
including VC-2. Familiar control 
interfaces provide hybrid SDI/IP 
operation.

Discover more all-round innovation, 
visit: www.s-a-m.com
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